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!!2.!!!u~coining prorrdses excif~~~!!J
mises to be one of the most exciting
.
..
,
petmg m CWU s band Band Day.
in years, according to ca·r ol
Davison, Homecoming Committee
Central's oldest alumna, 93-year
member and -Assistant Director of
old Margaet Laughlin of Seattle,
CWU's recreation department.
will serve as Grand .Marshall for
From the sourthern rock of an
the homecoming parade. The proAtlantic Rhythm Section concert to
cession begins near Morgan Junior
the old-fashioned nostalgia of pep
High School on the corner of 1st
rally and bonfire, Central's
and Pearl streets. The colorful
"welcome home" to students and
pageant then travels up Pearl
alumni will emphasize the 1980
street, to 8th Ave. and up 'D'
theme "A New Look at an Old
street, eventually arriving at
Friend.''
Nicholson Pavilion on the CWU
"There are so many changes
campus.
taking place in campus that we felt
the university deserved another
This year people from the
look,'' explained Davison.
Ellensburg business communi :y
The festivities begin Thursday
do~ted $50 to CWU residence hall
night, Oct. 16, with a spirit-building
entering a float in the parade. All
pep rally on campus fire in the vaentries will be judged in front of
~ant ',)~ behind Student Village at 8
Jerrol's annex on 8th Ave.;
p.m..
trophies and prize money are proOn Friday, the chance to spend
vided by the Alumni Affairs office.
the night "gambling" with
Monopoly money and dancing is ofHomecoming
weekend
fered through CWU's annual
eulminates with the crowdCasino Night and all-college dance.
.. pleasing music of Atlanta Rhythm
Sponsored by the Associated
Section in Nicholson Pavilion, Sat.
Students of Central and Residence
Oct. 18. The concert will begin at. 9
Hall Council, music will be providp.m. with warm-up act James Lee
ed by a home-grown student band,
Stanley, a California musician
Homecoming hasn't changed much since 1953, when this
the Central Connection. A no-host
known for his witty dialogue and
picture was taken. This float by the Jumor class, going
bar, serving beer and wine, will be
original music. Advance tickets~
past
Kamola
Hall,
bad
an
ax_
to
grind.
The
Homecoming
set up in the SUB cafeteria.
though selling quickly, are still
.
parade featuring 1980 floats is Saturday at 10 a.m.
Saturday begins breathlessly
available at $7 .50 student and $8.00
homecoming game between Cenwith the "Homecoming Run for Central's marching band will high school marching bands.
general admission. Ticket outlets
Fun'' 5.7 mile race, co-sponsored lead off the tradtional homecoming
The 22 high school bands will join tral and the Oregon Institute of
in Ellensburg include Ace
by the Ellensburg community and ·parade at 9:30 a.m. complete with CWU'smarchingbandforhalftime Technology. The bands, represenRecords. Music Nut, Stereocraft
CWU's recreation department. floats, antique cars and visiting entertainment during the ting schools from across
and the ASC office on campus.

Crisis Line conducting training program
Crisis Line, the community
referral and telephone counseling
service, ·will be conducting its
volunteer training program during
the weekend of Oct. 24th through
the 26th.
Training sessions will be held at
room 126 Michaelsen Hall on the
CWU campus. All those interested
may find out more information at
the pre-training interview and
registration meeting to be held
Wednesday, Oct. 22nd at 7 p.m. in

room 107 of the Morris Sorensen relationship problems, drug and
Building at 507 Nanum. Individual alcohol abuse, and suicides. Each
interviews by the Crisis Line direc- volunteer is trained in skills and
tor as well as disbursement of crisis intervention to handle the
training materials will be con- various types of calls received.
ducted at this meeting.
During training, time will also be
Crisis Line is a United Way spon- devoted to the topics of suicide insored community service and its tervention theory, alcoholism, and
volunteers man phones twenty- mental health outreach. Communifour hours a day, seven days a ty resources will be reviewed so
week. Calls range from requests each volunteer can make apfor information abput other com- propriate referrals as well as do
munity services to family and peer crisis intervention.

A smoky smell originating· f~om According to Connally, a Kenro . department about 30 minutes to
Auxillary Services (Publications. Process Camera in the darkroom detect. Meanwhile, the police and
and Advertising) caused . . near· had a defective part which · fire department sirens had atpanic to the staff of Barge Hall last "melted and started to smoke." "I ·tracted about 70 people who, seeing
.. · .
·
couldn't think," continued Connal· neither smoke nor fire, stood near
Wed. evening.
.
ly, ·" ... the ballast in our brand new the trucks by Barge Hall wonderAs a fire alarm was sounded and two-month-old camera could be . ing what the firemen had come to
··
people evacuated the hall, the defective." Connally .. added he · do.
Campus Police and Ellensburg believed the ballast; a kind of ·
When the firemen finally emergFire Department were called. Both transfonner, was sold in defective ed from the hall,. Captain. Jack
wiits arrived only .a few seconds form.
·
Whitehurst admitted, "We didn't
apart-the fire department sent two . ·.
realize the cause of the smell... We
trucks with two chiefs and two in- "We will call the dealers to fix checked thoroughly but couldn't
it," he said confidently, adding find ihe cause very easily."
spectors.
smilingly, "meanwhile we may
In the meantime, five firemen
"I didn't know the problem was borrow some equipment from the had been left on standby at the
Ellensburg station, because as
so simple,". said ~arc . Connally~ ·_ Crier."
the manager of Auxillary Services.
.
Captain Whitehurst · noted, "You
Publications and Advertising; But what Connally termed a . ~an never tell when you'll need fur·
seemingly relieved.
"simpl~ ··p roblem" . toOk .. the fire . · · the~ hel~."
·

.

..
I

'

.

Crisis Line needs committed,
long term volunteers who will be
willing to work for a full year.
Each volunteer is responsible for
taking one weekly three or four
hour shift. Those who leave for
summer are welcome, but their
committment renews at the beginning of the next fall · through the
quarter. Other flexible arrangements can be worked out to
cornplete the one year committ_ment.

All volunteers must be at least
18-years-old and have a genuine interest in helping others. No other
professional qualifications are required. The work carries with it
big responsiblities, but helping.
people is a very satisfying reward.
Those interested in doing Crisis
Line work, or desire more information, please call Jackie Galbraith,
Crisis Line director, at 925-2166
a.m.'s or 925-4168 beforre the Oct.
22nd interview meeting.

Smokey 's:~e11 ·
•·
causes pam.c
in Barge Hall

Pagez
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Acting Sergeant :
Joseph Slaughter ;
of the Campus
Secun 1y dept .
talks with students
on campus.

photo by Steve Spark~rnr

Campus Security

by Ed Poydras

"If we never wrote a citation and
still gained compliance we would
be happy. We do not enjoy writing
students citations," said police
chief William Clayton when asked
by the Campus Crier about policestudent relations.
Clayton believes the majority of
students are in compliance with
the law and that the attitudes .between officers and students is the
best ever. He did admit there has
been a history of a lack of communication between student and
campus police but pointed out the
lines are opening with the help of
the student housing staff and the

A friend we need
campus security officers. As an example, he noted the general staff
orientation meeting held at Barto
where he, along with officer Baker,
answered questions regarding officer and Campus Security functions on campus. Clayton added,
"The good rapport with dorm staff
and student housing is and advantage for students and police."
When asked about the feasibility
of a public relations policy directed
specifically to the students to inform and improve relations,
Clayton replied, "It would take a
continued effort of a staff of three.
We do not have the men ... also it is

very difficult and time consuming "We don't have any officers with
to try to inform a transit communi- attitude problems and if any
ty."
should arise we shall deal with
He continued, "The Campus them."
Security should be looked upon as a
Larry Allen, student provisional
friend when you are in need. Some officer from Ellensburg says, "It is
of our officers are students, in- my position to be helpful and
eluding me, and we have a certain courteous to all individuals, rather
feeling and understanding of the than being forceful. Also, I feel
that some conflcts could be relievstudents needs."
"The men and I see ourselves as ed if the students became more
not only part of the student com- aware of our role as Campus Safemunity but also playing an impor- · ty officers- that role being
tant, helpful role within the com- assistance, service and enforcemunity.
ment."
When asked about the callous atAl Teeples, an officer from
titudes some officers reportedly Spokane, will be a student winter
have towards students, he replied, . quarter and is a veteran of 14 years

serving various police forces. He
said, "I treat every student the
way I would like to be treated- like
a citizen, a human being. My approach is polite firmness as opposed to toughness. I do not agree with
toughness because I do not want to
be treated that way."
Teeples believes 90 percent of
the students on campus are pro law
enforcement and the other 10 percent create enforcement problems.
Both officers Clayton and Allen
feel they have an added advantage. They look at it this way: "Being a student helps us deal with our
peers from a friendlier standpoint
and that makes our job easier."

byllf!.!Jkstore passing bucks...
Many students are still waiting bookstore stocks have io compenfor textbooks to arrive for some of sate for the textbook losses.
University Store aJ.So pays a five
their classes. And midterms are
rapidly appraoching.
figure sum to the SUB for rent each
The bookstore has always had year.
Each day the bookstore faces
the problem of ordering either too
many or too few books for some irate customers and irate proclasses each quarter. But this fess ors. A faculty-student
quarter the problem has multiplied bookstore committee exists but
seven-fold. Many students make they haven't come up with the
the bookstore a regular stop each answers yet.
day to check if the book they
On the other hand, other schools,
such as the University of
ordered is in yet.
Besides the inconvenience, Washington, run very successful
students without textbooks are get- and serviceable bookstores- and a
ting rather far behind in their larger student body cannot be
reading assignments in addition to credited to their successes.
One - cause of the bookstore
facing the mutiety of upcoming
Yeates will present a free onemidterms when they haven't even dilemma may lie in CWU's
hour slide show, "The Eruption of , has a chance to crack their books ·registration system. At present
Mount Saint Helens," Sat., Oct. 18
yet.
students register one to two days
at 8:30 p.m. in Lind Science Hall,
These students are also subject before classes begin. This gives the
rm. 100.
to instructors who fail to unders- bookstore a very limited amount of .
An internationally known structand and bookstore employees who time to stock their shelves.
tural geologist and volcanologist,
are getting tired of seeing the same
Prediction of class counts is the
Yeates has worked extensively on
students with the same question to educator's guessing game. How
ask.
·
the U.S. San Andreas fault system
can bookstore management be exand on remote sensing analysis of
The bookstore has tried to come pected to estimate how many
to the rescue with its new textbook students will want to take history
the Himilaya Mountains in
reserve program but the cobwebs or how many will be interested in
Pakistan.
·
are still being shaken out of this ' basket-weaving?
His presentation on the St.
One possible solution might .
Helens eruption has been featured . program.
Bookstore management really therefore be advancing registraat professional geology meetings
isn't to blame enven though they tion to several weeks before
all over the U.S. during the past
seem to be receiving all the classes start. This would also give
swnmer.
discredit The text~ business students the freedom not to return
CWU's Geology Department,
the first day of class while at
isn't a profitable one- it never bas
which is sponsoring his Ellensburg
been, The bookstore is forced to the same time give the adappearance, scheduled Yeates
"eat" many books which are ministrators and the bookstore ·
because of the scholarly as well as
overstocked since the publishers · more time to determine the
spectacular nature of the slide
won't pay much for them. Pencils, number of. books needed.
. show and discussion, according to
suggested.
paper, notebooks, tee-shirts and . Other solutions
Dr. Robert Bently, coordinator of
State sudsidization would help the
the other miscellaneous items the
the event.

As you enter the room you hear a · Sonic' s ticket office during
hub bub of mumbled conversa- playoffs. This chaos exists right
tions. Someone bumps into you here in Ellensburg. Yes, right in
from behind. Whoever heard of a the SUB; nowhere else than the
separate line for writing checks? University Store.
You can't be asked to stand in line
The bookstore, however is
just to give someone your money.
plagued with more than "beginnThis madhouse scene isn't from ing of the quarter" rush. At prea department store during the sent, this chaod seems to have no
Christmans rush. No, it isn't the end.

The Big Blow Up ·
'Far out' slide show
slated for Saturday .
It's been five months since
Washington's fateful May 18 and
every magazine stand in the
Pacific Northwest still displays
glossy photos of the Mowit St.
Helens eruption.
Awesome eyewitness accounts
and photos by geologists,
newscasters and curiosity seekers
in the area the time of the explosion ~rowd the media.
BU.. what did the raging mountain look like from the distant vantage point of space?
Dr. Robert Yeates, chainnan of
the Geology Department at Oregon
State University, bas a unique
photo collection of the blast, ineluding film which captured the
event through remote sensing
devices like the high-resolution
cameras of U-2 aircraft and U.S.
satellites, showing intitial stages
and aftennath of the May 18 eruption.

until

are

bookstore get in the "black". Or
giving the bookstore up to a private
enterprise would dissolve the
school's present losses.
For those of you out there
without books ... don't give up hope,
maybe textbooks will soon be a
thing of the past.

Lotsa brass for
homecoming
Twenty high school bands and
1600 musicians will take part in
Central's homecoming this Saturday.
The high school bands will
march in the Homecoming parade
then perform at halftime of the
Central-Oregon Tech football
game. Game time is 1:30 p.m.
High schools represented will be
Arlington, Cle Elum, Davenport,
Ellensburg, Eisenhower of
Yakima, Ephrata, Fife, Goldendale, Hazen, Kentridge, Lindberg
of Renton, Lynwood, Naches,
Olympia, Port Angeles, Rochester,
Snohomish, Sumner, Walla Walla
and White River.
Homecoming activities get
underway tonight witn a bonfll'e
and pep rally, 8 p.m., behind Student Village, and a league
volleyball tournament at
Nicholson Pavilion.
The volleyball tournament continues Friday and Saturday and a
field hockey tournament is also
scheduied for Friday and Saturday. The football game concludes
the weekend's activities.

•
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Trapping the ·. light fantastic
by Craig Trpianel.lo

A grant from the U.S. Department of Energy is allowing a local
solar enthusiast to build a solar
heated greenhouse. When completed the project will have merged a half-century-old house with
modern day technology.
The enthusiast, Ted Ulhnan, said
the greenhouse should be finished
this weekend, just in time for the
first open house.
Besides ·allowing enough heat to
raise salad crops the greenhouse
should be able to supply between 10
to 15 percent of the warmth needed
to heat the house.
The greenhouse will employ a
passive rather than an active solar
collecting system. This means
there won't be any of the familiar
solar panels one normally
associates with a solar project. Instead, the greenhouse will simply
trap heat within its glass walls and
hold it. The action is comparable to
what takes place on a sunny day in cloudy weather prevents the sun's
a conventional home with giant rays from reaching the greenhouse
picture windows.
and the temperature of the
If, on a clear day, the heat in the greenhouse begins to fall to beyond
· greenhouse rises above 75 degrees an acceptable low . the backup
fans will automatically begin cir- system comes into play. The ·
culating heat into the first floor of . backup system consists of a wood ·
the house, if needed. If ~ot, the stove connected to steam ·
heat . will be blow'ri . outdoors. If radiators.

To help insure maiimuim collection of the sun's rays the
greenhouse faces south. The outside w~lls, when~ completed will be
constrµcted ofglass and wood. The
ceiling- will allow light to pass
though a t.r~l)slticent plastic.
· Whifo the ·$5600-·:grant from the
Dep~rt~ent .of, ~-~ rgy_ pays for the

material and most of the labor,
Ullman has volunteered his own
time and effort for about one-third
of the project. In return for the
grant Ullman will be supplying the
g ov ernmen t with reports on
energy conswnption, saving and
other matters regarding t hegreenhouse.

In order to familiarise people
with solar potential Ullman will
open the greenhouse, located at 209
N. Sprauge, to the public. Open
house will take place every Saturday beginning this weekend and
will run to · the last Saturday in
November. The hours will be from
1 to 4 P.M.

Cadets join detachment · r~;=::.::;::;::1
§.

l!:ieven new cadets joined CWU's . R. McMurtrie, Jeffrey N. Nevin, DO~la~R: l;?ittman; and Emilio F.
Detachment 895 of the Air Force Todd -C. Olson, William c. Orth, Ramos.
" Reserve Officers· Traming Corps * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *·:.* * * * * * * *
i::6:~:~:e~.rst weekoHan quarter : Have you e~er wanted to
·111ean :

~*'·

*

·;-fl:r·'f . .I

Each cadet earns$100 per month
"! for participation in the program
which includes nine credit hours of
AFROTC coursew.>rk each of the
two years in addition to weekly
leadership

s igrunents.

laboratory

ad-

This year's new cadets include:
Gregory S. Barclay, Pennis A.
Brateng, James R. Downs, Ronald
L. Grant, Keith L. Henthorn, Kris

who could.

·

·- ·
· . · ···.
.·
.
·
·
TIME: Oct. 18, 11: 00 ·a.m.
.
PLACE: Seventh-Day Adventist Church
10th & Columbia

it

:
it

* * * • * • ~ • • • -. • • * * •

*

. .

~~<.Q>~<.Q><.Q><.Q>~~<.Q><.Q'.

*

*§
: §

General meeting
Tuesday ·Oct. 28th. 1980

Room: Sub 204/205

,. §
,. §
; §

Time 7: 00 p.m.

.. §
§
§

for

This is a special servicE1
the university · student. Dor.i't miss
it! There will be · a vegetarian
potluck
immediatly ·
·following.
So
bring
a
friend ·

.

§
§

:

*
*
• •

· · , · . ·· . .

.

So.ci·ely_

..~;~:E!~Ii~ ~.~~~:~:~: ~ :::::::~!~~:e:~';J~~::~:~::~~=r ~ i§
- were sworn in by Lt. Col. David *
Hubbard, Detachment Com- *
mander.
*
The new cadets, all cwu juniors, :
will participate in the two-year *
program leading to their commis- *
sion as second lieutenants in the •
U.S. Air Force.
:

.

§§

Refreshments served

•

All students welcome!

* * * '* * * * • * * * * *

WHAT YOlJ ;W14NT
WHEN YOlI .W ANT IT
. OPEN 24 _ HOUR~":·> 7 DAYS A WEE~
FOR YOUR·CONVENIENCE·
.-1001-E. tenth, Ellensbµrg, Wa•
. · _.4e'b .
- o\ \~e'bo
\O e
Ballpark
\\'-e"' ·

-·-- ----<.

"Our business is

Fr~k, . Chips,

&-20 oz. fountain drink

going places"

Carton cigarettes· ·
434-_ ~orth . Sprague·

._. EHeJ'!sl:»urg
Phone 925-6961-

$s.·7 9

Bread ··24 oz. loaf - 2 for
•

•

·1

'

',

.89

·2% gallon

Diilk •.

$ J~ · 9].

An· prices effective thru

October 16

•

75

1

.§

§.

§§.

§

1
§
§
§
§
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Four years ago, nearly one-half
of all the adults qualified to vote in
the 1976 Presidential electionroughly 65 million people didn't.
That means one out of every two
individuals failed to exercise their
constitutionally guaranteed right
to choose this country's chief executive.
The estimated voter turnout for
this years election is no better, if
not worse.
Why? ' .
On the surface, the answer would
seem to be painfully obviousapathy-people just don't care. But
in esse11ce, the true answer appears to be one that would tend to
indicate a large portion of the
voting public are making their
political statement · by NOT
VOTING AT ALL rather than
voting for someone who does not
fulfill their expectations.
Take the big-three candidates
(please) in this upcoming election,
Carter, Reagan and Anderson-they
are all buffoons t~ me-offering
very little to the country and even
less to me. Not one of them has
said a single thing to tickle my
ears.
Maybe I missed something, but I
haven't heard a peep about:
-improving the quality of education at all levels.
-beefing up police and fire
departments to combat skyrocketing crime and arson.
-approaching drug and alcohol
abuse as national problems.
-making sex education, rising
divorce rates and family crisises
major studies of concern.

M »fa ,m,

-cutting defense spending to help
feed the world's hungry (after we
feed our own starving).
-funding a study to determine
'why teflon sticks to the pan.
There is so much we could do collectively as a nation, with an effective leader in Washington. But it
seems the politicians, present and
potential, spend all their time looking for chinks in the other's armor
(or is it armor in the other's
· chinks?).
As we wind closer to the election,
the race for the White House has
become quite nasty, with mud being slung every which way (but
loose).
The latest startling revelations
about Jimmy and Ronnie shows we
are dealing with two very
desperate men-yes Virgina,
Ronald Reagan does dye his hair in
an effort to turn back the hands of
time (remember: the country is
looking for a father figure, not a
GRANDFATHER figure), and yes
!Virgina, Jimmy Carter has shed
·his wingtips in a belated effort to
appear "hipper".
Actually, the two main clowns in
this campaign circus remind me of
the story about the two school boys
vying for the affection of the same
pig-tailed girl. Calling each other
names, making up stories about
each other-even taking back what
they said moments after they say
it-the two will do anything to bring
a smile to the face of the object of
their attention.
If you remember the story, and
even if you don't, I'll help you
recall the young lady in ·question.

Reagan or. Carter
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Rather than compromise herself
by settling for less than what she
really wanted, the girl decided to
wait for something better to come
along. If we have any wits about us
we'll do the same.
As for poor John Anderson, he
should be glad just to be here. The
only thing that makes him a
household word, if the efforts of
Carter and Reagan not to make
him a household word. Sort of
notoriety by default.
What is the solution, you ask?
Let me answer your question with
a question, for the time being
(stick around, this gets pretty interesting).
Where are the Kennedy boys
(well, Bobby and John anyway)?

Where are the Martin Luther
Kings? Where are the George
Wal ... never mind. Still, it might be
said assassination is the ultimate
compliment. If nobody is trying to
shoot you, then you're probably not
doing a very good job, national
figure-ly speaking (remember:
they even tried to snuff Jerry Fordalthough ''Squeaky" did forget the
bullets-so how effective does that
make the present occupant of the
White House, or Ronald Reagan
for that matter, whose closest
brush with death has been as a B
movie cowboy?).
. Let me approach this another
way. Once when I was despondent
over a broken romance, a friend
gave me this asdvice, "What's the

·

· Lesser of two evi·1· s ?.

•1u

by Scott Collier

It $eems that .the only thing Jimmy Carter thinks he has going for
himself is that he is not Ronald Reagan. For his entire campaign he has
been saying how 'bad the other guy was, but little about how good he is.
The reason for this is that he doesn't have much good to talk about. Any
politician.with a record like Carter's would resort to a "non-issues" campaign. Carter's refusal to debate makes it clear that he doesn't want to
say the things he's been saying about Reagan to his face. He knows m~st
of those things have been distortions and lies that Reagan could disprove
in an instant in a face .to face meeting. A person only needs to read a
newspaper or magazine to see where all the candidates stand on issues.
Carter takes us all for a bunch of feeble minded fools who can't verify the
facts on issues and candidate's statements. This image of us is what has
been getting him in trouble.
Carter is cheating the American people by not debating. The choice we
make in November will not be based on who will be the best person for the
job, but rather on who's media image the other candidate has damaged.
the most. One advantage Reagan has is that he doesn't have four years of
blunders to try to conceal.
Let's take a look back at Carter's mistakes. He has created a new
department, the Department of Energy, with thousands of employees
who's jobs depend on a continued energy shortage. This means more peo. ple on th~ government payroij. The taxpayers get it again. This could be
justified however, if the new department·helped with anything, but it has
not. They have failed to bring about the efficient use of coal in this country, they have failed to keep gas prices down, and failed to find new
energy sources. They have encouraged the· use of formaldehyde foam for
home insulation. This foam often causes illness to the residents of these
. homes and c~uses major ~mage to house exteriors when removal of the
foam is necessary. · ·
·
Let's go to the next blunder. Iran. Carter's failure to gain the release of
the hostages is proof of his indecisiveness and lack of leadership. First he
failed to recognize the dangerous situation that our embassy was in when
he allowed the former Shah of Iran into this country for medical treatment. Then he didn't have ready a "quick strike force" in the area when
the embassy was taken . .
Carter seems so suprised when people are not nice guys like he is. He
dot>sn 't recognize the basic property of the human mind; and that is that it
· is c·-!pable of doing anything at any time. He had no understanding of the
Irc.nian mind and nobody to investigate what cowd happen over there~
·.President Carter says he understands today's problems better now

: 1~0t

...

quite•••

matter'; you think God .Quit making
good broads?"
You can fault his choice of
words, but not his logic.
Somewhere out there is a man or
woman of intelligence, sensitivity
and insight enough to take the most
potentially incredible mass of people and institutions to the heights
WE should have achieved long ago.
Therefore, I suggest we wait for
someone (Someone, are you listening?) to come forward.
What would happen if every one
took this position? Well... , that
would leave only three registered
voters to cast their ballots in
November- and we all know who
they'd vote for. Imagine, presidency by committee. Think about that.

Garrity rapped
for use of .words
nearEditor: .

When I read President Garrity's
than he did four years ago. WE DIDN'T HAVE THESE PROBLEMS
FOUR YEARS AGO! He says "re-elect me" for no better reason than letter to students in: the Oct. 9
"because I'm the President".
·
Crier, the following sentence
, In his tour around the country, he's been using the power of his office to jumped out' at me: "The mind of
·sweeten his visits by handing out special favors to areas with special pro- man is unquestionably his ·most
blems. One such problem is the chemical seepage to the ·surface in the powerful tool." I am dismayed that
Love Canal community of New York.'. Those families who have been fore- .the president of this institution has
ed to move have been requesting aid for sevral years now but getting very not yet become aware of the effect
little response. Then along comes Jimmy Carter and his reindeer with an which sexist language can have on
early Christmas present. Thanks alot Jimmy, for waiting until it was to . the wom~n and men who are here
your political advantage to help Love Canal victims. The same goes for to learn and grow.
Paula J. Hendrick
the STgALTH bomber leak/news-release. And the recent military pay inStudent
creases? Too little to late.
How can we blame one man for the lousy economy, disasterous foreign
_,
.-....----...~--.-.-------relations, and no military rediness? Simple, a veto here, a signature
somewhere else ... Independently they may mean little, but when viewed
Campus Crier
in context with each other-DISASTER! Carter would certainly take full Editor:
Sheila Countryman
credit if things were rosy. He talks of the bright future ahead and of how
his plans will mature into prosperity for America ... Jimmy Carter has no · Business Manager:
Walt Cornelison
plan. The Soviets have it right when they say that Carter is dangerous to
world peace because of his unpredictability. Even HE doesn't know what Advertising Manager:
he's going to do next. He will do nothing about a crisis just long enough to
Kathy Bradshaw
let it get out·of control, then make the wrong move to compensate for his News Editor:.
failure to think quickly under pressure. Remember the failed rescue misHeidi Persson
sion in Iran which ended with the·deaths of eight servicemen?
Faculty Advisor:
If we have four more years of a "President Carter", we all had better
John P. Foster
learn another language ... probably Rµssian,. because if the Russians gain
control of the Persian Gulf,(and they're only one defenseless e&l:Hltry
The Campus Crier ·. is a .
away from it) it's going to be all over folks: I'm not suggestirig that we laboratory newspaper in conjuncwould let Russia invade our shores. We would probably have a nuclear tion with the mass media departwar first, but it would all be the result of years of backing down in the face ment. During the academic year
of crisis after ·crisis as Carter has done.
the Campus Crier is published
Mr. Reagan knows what he's talking about. He can see ahead, whereas weekly with biweekly publication
Carter is always making corrections after the fact. He has no foresight during summer quarter.
but plenty on hindsight. Thus his directive prohibiting family members
Letters to the editor are welcome
from associating with members of government as a result of brother Bil- but may be ·condensed :to fill
ly's involvement with Libya, one of our most militant adversaries. available space. ·All letter8 should
Reagan has no less experience in politics than did Carter in 1976. What be submitted to the Crier no later
1Reagan has now that Carter didn't have then or now is leadership, knowthan Monday for publication in the
!how, good judgement, and brains.
next issue.
'
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Muzzall and Sparks gain rep
by Heidi Persson
News editor

The Wildcats may have lost last
Saturday but you would never have
known it by listening to their fans.
Each home game the cheerleaders
sponsor a "spirit" contest and the
results have triggered the renewal
of an old tradition- school spirit.

· The first week of the contest only
two or three halls showed up to be
· counted and judged. Since then,
the spirit has · snowballed. .Last
week saw some newcomers- Kennedy Hall, Barto Hall, Moore Hall
and Hitchcock Hall competing
against the tough competition in
Muzzall and Sparks Halls. They
weren't able to unseat them but
·Moore won 3rd place in the spirit
: division with Kennedy receiving
·honorable mention and Barto and

Hi .tchcock tied for 2nd for the

dination and the many pots and
She also lauded Kennedy Halls
"best use of color". Muzzall won pans they coniinually rap during effort in the spirit contest. "They
the spirit section and Sparks slid the game. The other dorms have are a small hall but a few of them
by them for the most participants yet to build a reputation but there were brave enough to sit together
is still time for a newcomer to and yell when their turn came."
by a mere 8/10 of a percent.
Th~ fans love the competition , make an imnression.
She added, "Smaller halls are
and have already begun to
Another important factor in the equally able to participate since
' recognize individual ·halls. Muzzall competition are the banners and the judges take into consideration
for instance, is characterized by signs the dorms decorate the the total hall size. We've been havtheir general rowdiness and the stands with. This adds to the total ing20to25percentturnoutsofar."
very popular half-time drill they atmosphere and shows our opSo, along · with your other
dazzle the crowd with. ·Sparks is Iponents we care about our team. Homecoming activities this
, recognizable by their color coorMrs. Goodey, cheerleader ad- weekend get a group of people
visor, said,. "We have really notic- together and come _to the game;
ed the support increasing and the Remember, the winnel'S of each
cheerleaders are proud so many category- spirit, attendance, and
students are participating. The. ; best use of color- get into the next
team members appreciate it too." home game free.
back injury and accident preven- : Thomas took pictures at the Omak
tion; effective safety communica- · Mill to emphasize hazard concerns ; ,_,..,_.,,.,....,,.,,...._....,.,...,_,.....,..__..s-=r-z""'S"-:r'°'~~-:r--:-:c-'2:-:--r-r-::1~~~~:-1
tion; lockouts and electrical safe- of management and plant workers
ty; and rights and responsibilities in their presentations.
were main topics.
, The Omak training session was
Drovetto is assisted by the CWU : held in cooperation with Crown
student section of the American Zellerbach and the Lwnber and
Society of Safety Engineers
Sawmill Workers Union Local 3023.
(ASSE) and safety professionals. Omak businesses donated 75 door
1
John Lund, Safe..ty Coordinator prizes; a buffet dinner and
from Pacific Northwest Labor Col- refreshments were provided by
lege, Marylhurst, OR was a Crown Zellerbach.
speaker in Omak. Jay Thomas, .
Project Technical Coordinator
The Jobsite Training Project
teams with DRovetto in presenting staff is completing the second of a
the jobsite training.
four year grant from the U.S.
To help workers relate to the DepartmentofLabor,accordingto
presentations each program is uni- Dr. Duane Patton, Director of the
Featuring
que. For example, Drovetto and Central Safety Center.

Loggers learn control
One hundred and fifty loggers
are a lot of loggers and Omak is a
long way out. Joe Drovetto was
there last week presenting what
teachers would call inservice
training, but industry labels jobsite training.
Drovetto is the Associate DirecCenter
tor of the Central Safety
J obsite Training Project. This past
year Drovetto has coordinated
training for nearly 2000 industrial
workers in Central Washington.
The training is focused on hazard
control. Various aspects of occupational safety and . health are
presented at the jobsite training
sessions. In Omak, eye injury,

Rhythm /
Section~

sale price '

"The Boys from D<?raville" .
. "Are You Ready"

Ronstadt not recognized
Campus Digest News Service

Rock star LINDA RONSTADT
will be starring at the New York
Shakespeare Festival and found out
that being a star can be humiliating.

While in New York rehearsing, she
went to the box office and asked to
cash a $100 traveler's check. The man
selling tickets for Linda's show didn't
know who Linda Ronstadt was and

wouldn't do it for her.
Linda was forced to trek all the
way across town where she was
recognized at another theater and
cashed her $100 check.

~
~J ·

Puzzle answers

This ·w eek:

Torpedoes
For 2\weeks
;T ues.-Sat 5 nights a week
- t
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Wild "TUrkey Drinks ·
$1.25 ea.

Thursday Night Only
(That's tonight folks!)
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~
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Welcome Back
·Alumni--
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Alcoholpossessi~n

by minors up

by Cindy Phipps .

situations involving liquor have · other citizen." A police officer ficer to enter if he should see conmust have a search warrant to traband through the ·open door. A
been frequent lately and many
Most students are aware, or students · feel they have been · search a home or car, unless ~ person is not required to open their
should be, that being under age treated unfairly. The officers feel · lawful arrest has been made, and a door to anyone, police or otherdorm room is no exception. wise. An LGA or police officer do
and in possession of alcohol, even they have a duty to perform and in
However, there are exceptions to not have the right to walk into a
merely on the breath, is a misde- doing it cause strained relations
the warrant requirement. The two room looking for contraband
meanor subject to arrest. · with the campus community.
that would apply to the campus without a search warrant.
Probable Cause to investigate a
However, all citizens of the United
pa}"tying situations are the Plain
States, students or otherwise, are situat~on is defined as specific arA minor traffic violation cannot
View Doctrine and Consent. .
result in an arrest therefore a
guarenteed rights under the con- ticulable circumstances pointing
The Plain View Doctrine in- search of the vehicie is unlawful
stitution, including the 4th Amend- to criminal activity. In other
volves a situation where the con- Unless Plain View or Consent come
ment which guarentees the right to words, a criminal activity must be
traband is in plain view of public into play. An officer can, visually
privacy:
taking place before an officer has a
sight and if an officer sees the con- search a car with a flashlight and if
The right of the people to be secure reason to stop a person for questraband, which must be im- in the course should spot alcohol
in their persons, houses, papers, tioning or otherwise. Without promediately recognizable as such sitting in plain view, he then has
and effects, against unreasonable ·bable cause an officer does not
and came upon inadvertantly, then the right to seize it. But a police ofsearches and seizures, shall not be have a sound reason to investigate
the officer has the right to enter ficer cannot make you take
violated, and no warrants shall an activity such as a person carryand seize. This includes seeing it anything other than an apparently
·
issue, but upon probable cause, ing an empty glass.
through an open window. Cans and illegal substance from your car for
supported by oath or affirmation, , Chelsea Korte, a practicing Atbottles of alcoholic beverages are their inspection. They may ask
and particularly describing the torney at Law in Ellensburg
recognizable contraband, while a you if they can see it, but you have
place to be searched, and the per- states,' 'The 4th Amendment is a
glass of liquid would not be. Mr. the right to refuse. A full scale
· very important constitutional law
sons or things to be seized.
Korte said, "Unless a person exer- vehicle search due to a minor trafConfrontations between students and there is no difference in rights
cises the right to privacy by clos- fic vio1ation is illegal.
and the Campus Safety Patrol in guarenteed a student than for any
ing the curtains they cannot expect
Mr. Jim Hollister, Director of
their privacy to be respected."
Housing, is concerned about
Consent is also an exception to students drinking in the dorm
the warrant requirement. If a stu- rooms and the rowdiness that
dent voluntarily opens his door to follows. Some students lack peran investigating officer, lawfully sonal values or responsibility when
,': he has given his consent for the of- drinking and cause damage to'

mMundy's Shoe Store.
} :}~:::::::::::::::::·:··

•:.·.·:·:·:··-:·····:·:······::::·::··

"Liberty
means responsibility.
Thats why most men
' d read•t
.Next
I •year it's all up to you. Only you
11

George Bernard Shaw

. can decide to start an insurance
program now. The longer you wait,
the more it costs. Find out how easy it
is to begin our college plan, chosen by
more s~niors than any other. •
.
Call the Fidelity Union Life
Field Associate in your area:

i· .. ··· . .

Fideli •·
Unionffi'e

!

Rick Sasaki
f 962-9292

dorm rooms by putting holes in the
walls and tearing light fixtures
from the ceilings. Mr. Hollister
states the Housing Department is
willing to work witl_l the police in
order to keep behavioral problems
. involving alcohol down.
Students need to exercise a bit of
comm9n sense and responsibility
when drinking. Keep it indoors and
restrain destructive behavior.
Have a little courtesy for your
. neighbors and to insure your
· privacy keep the curtains closed.
.

Marketing
internship set

Minority students from colleges
across the country will be able to
explore career opportunities in the
rapidly-growing direct marketing
field through an industrysponsored internship program.
Starting in June 1981, twelve
minority students will intern for
eight weeks at New York
metropolitan area direct
marketing firms. The students'
transportation to and from New
York, room-and-board for two
months and a $200-per-week stipend will be underwritten by the
direct marketing firms participating in the program. In addition to on-the-job experience, the .
interns will be at the game will ·
benefit from a series of orientation
and general meetings where they
will discuss direct marketing with
experienced professionals in the
field.
Direct Mail Marketing Educational Foundation scholarships are
open to any racial minority student
who has completed at least his/her
junior year. There are no ·requirments for degree specialization, although demonstrated interest in or preparation for a direct
marketing career will· be considered in selecting interns.
Applications for the program
should be made through college
placement
off ice rs
and
marketing/journalism .· professors
who· will be sent full informatioil ·
and applications in December.

I

Don Cleman
925-4175
Byron King
' 925-4176

1~.

TIDD'
TIE8E'S •DllE TH•
TICDS .IT
TICDBEllll®
__ ...... ,...

~

Concert Fans

·.· We will he open till 2:00 a.~. Saturday night·
regular hours
~ Do~town

Ellensburg

10:30 a.m.- 10:30p.m. Mon-Thurs~
:1..0.: 30 o.m.-Midnight Fri.-So_t.
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Prof. Briggs works for .total health
When Central Prof. Ken Griggs
greets a student with "Hi, how are
you?" he doesn't expect a simple
answer.
Briggs, chairman of the CWU
health education department,
works to help his students unders- ·
tand that total health is a very
complex state and that it requires
their attention and long-term planning to achieve.
The terms "high-level wellness'
and wholistic health are in vogue
now, Briggs said, referring to a
balanced condition among a person's physical, emotional, intellectual, social and spiritual functions
that permits an expansion of the
hman potential.
Acutally, Briggs said, the notions of wholistic health are quite
old, a~though they didn't become
popularized until the last century.
"Americans have traditionally
been tied to the medical model
when thinking about health," he
said. "The problem with that
model is that it tends to reduce the
human body to the status of a
machine and Americans traditionally run their machines hard
and fast, hauling them in to get fixed only when somthing goes
wrong."
There's little attention to prevention, with a passive perception that tain health, and that the person is
physicians are the one who main- only the "operator" od hia oe hwe

COLLEGE
STUDENTS
925-6933 '
306 N Pine

' 1ELLENSBURG .

.

·.· WAVELkD ·
We make all
travel arrangements
at no cost to you.

Improve your
grades!

1

CRIER
CLASSIFIEDS
SELL

body, Briggs explained.
One major reason that people
are becoming more healthoriented is that the last 50 years
, have brought about a shift in our
. disease patterns, he pointed out.
"The big ones now are chronic
degenerative diseases rather than
communicable ones. Heart disease
and diabetes, fQr example, are

Send $1.00 for your
306-page, research paper
catalog. All academic
subjects.

Collegiate Research
P.O. Box 25097H
Los Angeles, Ca. 90025

---------

1 Enclosed is $1.00.
I Please rush the catalog.
I Name _ __ _ _ _ _ __
I Address _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I City
I
.~
--r-;~~~~~~~~~~il I State
Zip
I
Sherry McDonald
· Suzanne Walth
Helen Bachrach

------------1

We invite JOU to:

First
Christian
Church
Sixth I Rubf

Ellensburg, Wa1hinp11

CHRISTIAN EDUCATION (9:45 a.m.)
Classes for all ages. Two adult classes:
Rook of Joshua

2. Evidences for Chri~tian belief·

WORSHIP.·SERVICE (11 :oo·a.ni.)
Positive and inspirational. Warm people and
friendly atmosphere

PRAYER AID PRAISE IROUP (8:11 p.m.)

*

Singing, sharing, Bible study
*Nursery provided for all services* *

HOIE·BIBLE STUDY IROUPS
Call church for times and places

Tr111port1tio1111i11lal1. Call olluroh 1fflot
c•uroh Offl11: 121-2144

· highly dependent upon things fragile and can fall apart easily,
within an individuals' control- diet, but if they have their spiritual
· lifestyle, exercise," Briggs said.
heads together, they can still
Still too many people view operate with high level wellness,"
. disease as a pharmacological Briggs said.
deficiency- they see anxiety, for
The big frustration of being . a
1 example,
as
a health education professional is
"Valiwn-deficiency," he said.
what he calls "cognitive
"There's
a
whole
uncharted
dissonance"
on the part of the
1
range of wellness, expanding on students. "They become aware of
! the positive side of the ledger, what constitutes a healthy environwaiting to be explored, as people in ment but they are unwilling to
harmony with themselves expand change the~elves to achieve total
their physical, spiritual, intellec- health.''
tual and emotional horizeons,"
People can understand what
Briggs said.
they must do to achieve a goal, like
Briggs, who joined the CWU . losing weight, increasing their car: faculty in 1977, has taught students diovascular strength or reducing
· from junior high to graduate stress in their lives, yet be unwillschool. "It's interesting that at dif- ing to change themselves,'! Briggs
ferent ages, people are concerned explained.
The big pay-offs for Briggs come
about different aspects of their
health." Junior high students are from seeing his students become
1
.. most concerned by their peers and motivated to take charge of their
their emerging sexuality, he add- · lives. "Some of them are willing to
· ed.
design their lifestyles, jobs and
"It's distressing to see them relationships to promote health,"
adopting the unhealthy behaviors he concluded.
of adults- smoking or drinking::.as !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
they seek adult identities.''
College students are more concerned about their emotional wellbeing, because they are experiencing stress, and for the first time in
their lives, they can't blame it on
parents of others, according to
Briggs.
Older students, those that return
to the campus for summer
workshops, for example, spend
more time exploring the spiritual
dimension of thier life, he said.
"They have experienced that other
facets of their health, like physical
or social well-being~ are very
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Roomies: To each their own
C-clamp-bend-it-every-which-way -first time.
Rocky Balboa robe, he disappears take a shower lying down.
, Sometimes he actually doesn't
lamp. · ·
Roommates.
down the hall to the bathroom for
Glancing at his desk and the
An ex-cadet with the Kelso police feel like going to class (really).
, They come in all sizes and ~recis~ly 14 seconds (~ow, that's other artifacts on his side of the
department, my roomie doubles as i And he has those occasional girl
room, I do a quick mental invenshapes. From all corners of the mcredible).
a dor ... , er, Residence Hall Patrol. · problems ....
state and beyond. Some become ~en h~ returns, he ~esses tory: 1television,1stereo,1 elecBut all in all, being a veteran of
For which he has every piece of
lifelong· friends while others are quickly m color-coordmated tric typewriter, a three~ ·
equipment ever issued- less the such things, I feel the kid is going
soon gone (alfuough not easily popular college attire (of course) '. dimensional chessboard, two
gun of course- which includes a to make it- especially with his atforgotten).
then makes his bed (everyday), guitars, every portable appliance
shiny black utility belt, handcuffs, titude.
All are unique, though some which is again color-coordinated known to man and 2 locking
nightstick etc..
For example, knowing that he is
more so than others. Take mine for from the sheets to the pillow and footlockers- one I call the "comMy roommate doesn't smoke or always eager to please, I once askexample.
spread.
missary" because it has a bigger
drink, in fact the first time I saw ed him; on a lark, if he had a kitStarting with something as sim- Ch~king his .watch, he splashes stockpile than the CWU bookstore
him he was wearing a perfectly chen sink in his collection of
ple as his name you,ll see he ranks on 4 ~fer~nt l_dnds of cologne ~d and the other containing 100 mintpressed dark suit and was packing "stuff". You should have seen his
right up there with the "more so" special skin-tlghtners and chin- condition LP,s, with enough taste
a Bible (he is a long-time Southern fall.
category. Mark c. Whitaker. Not chillers (did I really say that?) on variation to please even the most
"Gee," he said, "I'm sorry but I
Baptist).
Mark or Whitaker or Whit or his face and neck. Using 1 of at discriminating listner (in fact, he
Yet despite all this and his lent out the last one yesterday."
Marky Baby- Mark c. Whitaker. .least 9_differe~t eye glass ~leaners, "checks" out his music to other
authoritative deep voice, Mark C. ·
(I'm still not sure what the c. ;he ~hshes his lenses until_ I have residents- records the time, date
Whitaker is somewhat like all
·
stands for)
. to hide my head under my pillow to and title of each record, then
18-year-olds awa:; at college for the
makes the borrower specify a
Hailing from Kelso- somewhere : escape the glare.
just west of THE mountain- this ' After lacing up his new return date.
freshman is the most well- workboots (have you ever seen
His desk, (oh, his desk) is a study
prepared college student 1 have anyone polish workboots? ), he in orderliness- pencil-pen holder,
ever . seen. Beginning with his ~ulls on his ~k green oom~r pencil sharpener, plastic desk
digital alann wristwatch which Jacket. Toppmg off the day s organizer with slots for each' day,
goes off at precisely 6 a.m. each ense~ble with a black cowboy hat calculator and calculator holder,
morning Mark c. Whitaker is a sportmg the letters CWU (as does miniature roller with scratch ,
wonder to behold. Every part of his coat), he grabs his well-packed paper (he even doodles in straight
the man ree~ with order and pack and departs.
lines), electric timer to turn his ,
preparedness.
All the while I'm watching this in : stereo off and on (saves time from
Exactly 3 seconds after he wakes a sen~.i-c_oncsious state just · getting up to do it), a list of every
up he combs his hair- not after he wondermg if I should drag my mat- person in the building- including
gets up, mind you. Putting on his ~ress do~ to the bathroom and statistics, 3 calendars and a
by Matt McGillen ,

Carl

OOKA

Coininissioner
KEEP A FRIEND OF CENTRAL
.: IN YOUR COUNTY GOVERNMENT
·0 ur candidate has~· been a friend of ''Central'' ·
long before he ran for election

-*
Charter. member of Central
Washington Universiiy's Century Club
(fund contributor)

1f Contributes to Central Washington

University's Foundation
lf Guest lecturer - - CWU classes
~¥-Assisted Central's athletes and students

•Appoints "Central's" faculty and staff on county
government's commissions and committees
._Uses Central's resources and advice
· in hi~ decision making process
*Supports "Central's" Campus Ministry .

!..r~~ r. f.t.ryn !'f.~!:~ ~~r.

*********************** '*****

Come in and sign up
for the Oct.17th Drawing ..
·The week of 13-17
·free Redken Products ,

lf.Wife Marie employed by "Central"
""D emo
Dist.' 1.
Paid ·f or by OOKA for Commissioner -

Thank-you for your J patronage .
in the past year.

Stormy Kern, Millie Rhodes Co. Treas. ,

450 N. Sprague

925-3638
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At participating McDonald's® in Spokane, Tri-Cities,

Yakima, Colville, Ellensburg, Wenatchee, Moses Lake,
Sunnyside, Walla Walla, WA; Coeur d'Alene, Lewiston,
Moscow, ID; Hermiston, Pendleton, LaGrande, OR.

McChickeli Sandwich•••
Can Do It Like MdJonaldi Cao
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Arts arid Entertainment
Movie Preview

. .

Paul Sinton ntakes staning debut

Paul Simon makes his debut in a
motion picture in a starring role
playing a "One-Trick Pony": the
leader of a rock band who was a
major star in the 60's and is continuing to work at the only thing he
knows - - music - - pushing to get
back-into the forefront of the scene.
"One-Trick Pony" is composerperformer Simon's fictional
homage to an era and con. sciousness he helped create - - the
"pop" music revolution that ignited in the early sixties. He tells
his story not only in his usual manner - - in music and lyrics - - but
1 with
original screenplay he
labored over for three years.
Simon also makes his starring
debut in "One-Trick Pony" - - his
only other acting assignment being
a role in Woody Allen's "Annie
Hall".
However, since Simon is one of
the figures of the ct.tltural and
social phenomenon which helped
mold the lifestyle of a recent
generation, one might come to the
conclusion that the film - - set in the
music industry
is
autobiographical, but not so. But
as in any creature work, there is
some of the author's personal life
intertwined with his fictional
storytelling.
Simon's 10-song original score,
which includes the title song and
Late in the Eveiµng, counterpoints
the onscreen action. So the sound-

track is much like the musical
. mode he created for "The
: Graduate" almost twelve years
. ago.
: The movie was shot on location
: in Cleveland and New York. The
• Warner Bros. release started
' shooting in Cleveland approximately one year before its initial
openings in the United States and
Toronto. Simon and associates
chose Cleveland and environs for
several reasons: "It's an important "rock" city; radio stations
around the country "scan" the
latest records the "break-out" on
· Cleveland stations as portends of
· national trends; many music in· dustryites would tell you . that
Cleveland is the rock capitol of the
country as far as audience
response, rapport and support of
the never-ending concert and club
season.
Parts of Greenwich Village in
and around Washington Square
were points of reference as refuge
for Simon's character Jonah
· Levin.
Jonah's about-to-become ex-wife
played by Blair Brown and their
young son (Michael Pearlman)
live in a "fantasy"-like
Washington Square apartment
house. Jonah, who has seen better
days and who can't really afford
· two "luxury" rents, lives in a more
grimy sub-par basement flat.
Some of the most touching se-

·

·

·

ONE-TRICK PONY- Paul Simon plays Jonah Levin,· 1eader of a rock band,
performing in one of the musician ·bar hang-outs that he and his back-up group
frequent.
quences in "One-Trick Pony" are
those landmarks of the city open to
everyone - - for example, Central
Park. It's there. that "visiting
father" Jonah Levin - - briefly off
the one-night stand road - - gets to
know his son again.

Others featured in the movie
include Rip Tom (Walter Fox), as
a ruthless record mogul who views
all mu5ic strictly from a dollars
and cents standpoint and Joan
Hackett (Lonnie Fox) as his bored,

society bred wife.
Besides Simon, music is provid
ed by the B-52's, Sam and Dave
The Lovin Spoonful and, in her m
tion picture debut, Mare Winn
ingbam.

RHC and ASC Present

-FEATURINGCentral's own

"Central
Connection"
October 17, 1980 9:00-1:00 am

.·: SUB Ba]]roont and Theatre.

For a little 'MIDNIGHT MAGIC' ,
"Dig out your duds (it's semi-formal)
and conte oii ·o ver!'' There 'II he lots

*

Tickets:

of doorprizes, too.
~

Advance:

'3. 50 singles
'5. 00 couples
At The Door: 14. 00 siiigles
Free Admi.sission to those who help!
·~ . : 00 couples
. ~

-·~

.
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Student aims ·for ·singing career
_By Jeff Bamby
A most channing and intelligent
freshman nameQ. -Demetria Maria
Cleamons, from Berryville,
Virginia has, in the truest sense of
the word, worked her way to Centnll's campus. In her- freshman '
year in high school, Cleamons ·
started what she hopes will be a
~cessful singing career. Entered
in various competitions, she has
doen quite well.
'lbe reason she came to Central ,
i$ to study under the ~rection of
Mrs. Lynn Dupin, in the music_
department. Her major field of
_~ is, of course, music; with a

minor in piano. She describes Central as "just what I needed to get
used to college life, I think it's a
great environment".
She has received an enormous
amount of support and encouragement from her family and from her
community. She was recently involved in music theater work, but
would eventually like to sing pop
style music. As far as her own
taste in music, she enjoys disco
and a wide variety of other types.
Being the pretty and vivacious
girl she is, it's no wonder she has
won various beauty contests along
with doing modeling work. She

eventually hopes to go to New York
to further her study in music.
Her philosophy of life in general
is to "get all the gusto you can."
She has at this point done just that.
After all, you only go around
once in life, and for Cleamons, it's
all or nothing. For most people, to
have come as far as she has come,
would be a major breakthrough,
but for her' it ha~ always been a
way of life. Her hobbies include
skiing and-Illost of all, just making
people happy. She talks with a
southern drawl that adds to her
charm, as .she is a very comfortable person to be around. She has come a long way in life
and has -a lot of dreams and -she
~ _hopes that those dreams will take
t; her even further.

W'INDS

~

t:Soprano tQ
ipresent free

•BOOKS
1
•

PRINTS-_

~-concert

°! Soprano Alice Lynn will present a

•·COFFEE

•TEA 202 E. FOURTH St.
962-2375

Demetria Cleamons

Kegs to go
$27.50 -

BUCKBOARD
TAVERN
-11 : 00 a.m.-2 : 00 a.m.
1302 S. Ruby

925-9921

medley of fine music ranging from
classical arias to show tunes at a
free public concert at 8 p.m. Oct. 22
in Hertz Hall on campus.
CWU Music Prof. Tim Strong
will provide piano accompaniment.
Lynn, -a California native, is
stopping in Ellensburg on her way
to Alaska, where -she will coach
and direct student drama productions as part of the Alaskan Artists
in Residence program.
Widely known in the San Francisco area as a classical soloist,
director and actress, she has performed at the Pacific Conser- vatory of the Performing Arts and
the San Francisco Conservatory of
Music.
A versatile performer, Lynn has
: received operatic training at the
: Cornish School of Music in Seattle,
and has studied voice with na. tionally known singer Marni Nixon.
. According to Gordon. Leavitt,
- director of the CWU Central
: Singers, "Lynn is a stunning artist,
a real professional and a fine per: former." The Central Singers will
1
be sponsoring -the Wednesday
evening concert.

PHONE 925-5644

l6~1:rj
(RESTAURANT) .

210 WEST STH AVENUE_
Open 6 a.n:a.
STOP IN ...

·Daily Luncheon Special
Mon-Fri J 1-2: 00
$2.25 with Soup or Salad
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Rock · an~ }\oil ·history probed.
What this exposure did was set
. former to demonstrate that rock
: and roll could be artistically and the dress, dances, pop heroes and
· philosophically worthwhile as well modes for teenagers all over the
· as good to dance to.
. country. Clark was in a very
· Since rock music was going powerful position in this respect
. strong and, at least to youth, show- : because he was the one who set the
'. ed no signs of stopping, it needed ' requirements for those who
: something to cement the music to wanted to be part of the studio au· the lifestyle. American Bandstand dience. Boys had to wear jackets
and the girls could only wear
skirts, not jeans. Tight fitting
sweaters or T-shirts·were out.

by Jan Richards
grea8y hair, black leather jacket enough studio freedom to do what
. and
the
tough-talking, itfelt, intheprocessbridgingcounArts & Entertainment editor
(Editor's Note: With the increas· misunderstood attitude. War was _ try and rock. Holly, a "good ole
Ing popularity of New Wave and · declared by teenagers against the boy" from Lubbock, Texas was not
the return to the basics of rock and Establishment forces · who de· only responsible for most of the
roll a - look back at the roots of nounced their music and their new- "rockabilly" of the fifties, but also
for launching the career of then
the music may shed some light on found heroes of the rebellion.
The embodiment of this Cricket Waylon Jennings.
the new trends.The following is the
It has been said that if Presley
first in a series of articles briefly decadence was Elvis Aaron
·tracing the history of the music
"they" said would never last.)
In an interview with ex-Beatle
John Lennon, Ellen Sander of the
Saturday Review wrote, "There is
more to rock than music. There's
a life-style, and an ethic, even a
politic to it, and it all adds up to a
very healthy if somewhat
desperate mirror of the visions and
intentions of the turned-on, tunedin generation tht is through with
dropping out, a generation that has
ceased to be an age bracket. Rock
is music come of age in a time of
continual global crisis that pours
from every media outlet. Rock is
the sensibility of the young, the unsheltered generation; rock is
music that asserts and reflects the Presley. The southern ex-truck
visions and rebelliousness of its au- driver had the image of a hood, a
dience . . . . Rock is, for those sexy, tough, macho hayseed who
whose lines are intimately involv- was able to create hysteria from
ed and even dominated by it, a his fans.
creed; a religion without dogma.''
One ·of the . things that made
Although Sander wrote that in · Presley even more attractive to
1969, when rock was at its peak, it youth was the Establishment's
still applies today just as it could constant criticism of him. One disc
have back in 1954 when rock and jockey, before playing a Presley
roll emerged. But pop music recordsaid:"Hthefutureisimpormakes no effort to be timeless, tant, Elvis Will have to stop the
future culture buffs will listen to 'hootchy kootchy' gyrations or end
the
Beatles
not
for up as 'Pelvis' Presley in circus
entertainment, but to examine oilr · sideshows and burlesque."
lifestyle. The best pop songs seem
While Presley was clearly a star
to give a picture of the way the attraction, several other artists
world works at its time of release. figure importantly in the evolution
Rock and Roll, began in 1954' as a of rock music itself.
Bill Haley was one of these arhybrid of black, country and folk
music. Back then, listening to tists. When he and his band, the
"Negro music" white youngsters Comets, recorded "Rock Around
were told, would lead to sexual pr<r the Clock", the theme of
miscuity, idleness, miscegenation "Blackboard Jungle", he became
and the general collapse of a transatlantic star. " Rock Around
Western Civilization. This is pro- the Clock" was the first internabably what prompted disc jockey tional rock and roll hit. Today
Alan Freed ~o coin the term "rock Haley. notes with pride that his
and roll" when spinning rhythm music influenced the Beatles and
and blues records. The phrase is of other sixties grups. "Our music
blues origin and was used as a had to have affected all these peoeuphemism for fornication years pie because we built the whole
thing."
ago.
With this kind of image, rock
Another artist who helped "build
wasn't very popular with the ·the whole thing" was Buddy Holly,
adults. After the release of a movie who, many consider to be the
called ''Blackboard Jungle'' greatest rock and roller of all time.
however, it was clear that it was Holley and his group, the Crickets,
the music of youth, much to their · had a string of hits that established
parents dismay. The movie styliz- the precedent for a self-cpntained
ed the teenager as a juvenile delin- roekand.roll band, that is, one that
quent with · the white tee-shirt, wrote its own material and had

~ ()\

Like most youth-oriented ac. tivities in the fifties, American
Bandstand came· ' under the
scrutiny of critics. Billboard's
reaction to the premiere was none
too favorable: "As a sociological
study of teenage behavior," . the
reviewer wrote, "the premiere was
a mild success. As relaxation and
er · ; t ,: mment, it wasn't".

~J <Jl~
/

\•.

.%9, a Seattle radio station

1

m ~rn. 1 :;er declare<!, "The Ustening
pu U~ : · ts turning off rock and roll

was the king of rock and roll then
Chuck Berry is surely the father.
Berry was the most musicianly of
the early rock stars and possibly
the most influential performer of
the last twenty years. His music
has been performed by artists like
the Beatles, Beach Boys and Linda
Ronstadt. Berry was the first per-

mm;ic ·• While rock was · not yet
deerl, it. r:ertainly was floundering
undertook this job in.1957. H .isted witn· payola scandals and .a
by Dick Clark, a youthful, c.• ~an- · takeover by clean-cut, fresh-faced,
cut big brother type, the no-talent idols like Fabian and
Philadelphia-based show featured ' Frankie Avalon.
popular rock and rollers of the era
who would lip sync to a recording (Next week: The Motown soll.nd,
to promote it on television. During surf music and the British Invathe play of records, teenagers sion.)
danced before television cameras.

...

.Winter , quarter elections 1981
. ASC Board of.Directors
· positions 1. - 5 available
'

.

.

....

Filing opens October 16 ai 8: 00 am,
closes November 7 at 5: 00 pm.•.

THE .DRIVE IS WPRTH IT

SERVICE -.
· ·PRICE ...:.....··GUARANTEE

.

Seattle

10:-10
dai~y

Concert.
Tickets · ·

12-6
Sunday

·· Election packets may be Obtained.through the .
·ASC office behind the SUB information . ~ooth, .·
963-1691 .

·You count!
:Become a pan· of the :Central tradition

6($ West Lincoln I.venue

<YAKIMA
•. '452-7911 ·
THE FRIENDL y RECORD .s·ro~E· .:WITH MORE}
.
'

~.

1'ai~~~~iliii~i.iii

.

'

~ The administrative voice of the students

.
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Atlanta Rhythin here Saturday
"I don't get excited about a band
until I see it actually performing
on stage," said student Phil Patterson, concerts coordinator at
Central.
Currently working on the Oct. 18
Atlanta RhytluQ Section concert,
Patterson's wry grin is born of
working on securing an ARS concert since last January ..
It was then that Patterson, from
Bellevue, and John Drinkwater,

: executive manager of the
: Associated Students of Central
(ASC), attended a National Enter· tainment and Campus Activities
Conference in Washington, D.C.,
. where they met theAtlanta
' Rhythm Section's agent.
It wasn't until last spring that
. Patterson knew there was a strong
· chance for the ARS concert.
Determined to have the band and
working from past experience,

Patterson put in a bid higher than
the asking price. This was
. necessary, he said, to make the
: band consider performing in
· Ellensburg, a town that does not
: normally represent substantial
'. record sales.
·
: The Atlanta Rhythm Section
: recently released its tenth album,
: The Boys From Doraville, hence
: the Northwest promotional tour.
Their past hits include "Cham-

You say you want a roomful of music
but you iust spent.a fortune on books and that year's supply.
of coffee· you bought wasn't exactty ~heap?

How does a $399

ADVENT'
SONY,

pagne Jam" "Imaginary Lover" ·
and "Stormy".
·:
The band was founded in 1970. :
However, it wasn't until 1977 that :
ARS finally dented the charts with .
their sixth album, A Rock and Roll .
Alternative .
Saturday's concert-goers can ex- ·
pect to hear old as well as new :
material from their Doraville ·
album -from the rocking side of :
"Cocaine Charley" and "Next :
Year's Rock & Roll" to the easy ;
swing of "I Ain't Much" and "Putting My Faith In Love".
For the warm-up act to Saturday
night's concert, Patterson a longtime fan, chose California musician James Lee Stanley. Stanley is
a versatile solo performer who, according to the reviews, delights
concert audiences. With more than a week left
before the Atlanta Rhythm Section
concert, the finale to Central's

(:;ARRARD
.s tereo sound?

Homecoming 1980 activities, Patterson feels good about this bit of
concert planning.
The total cost has been
estimated at $22,000 which includes
artist fee, lights, security and
other necessary expenses. And
more than hall of the possible 3400
seats in Nicholson Pavillion have
already been sold.
Advance tickets are on sale at
the ASC office and in Ellensburg at
Ace Records, Stereocraft and
Music Nut; in Yakima, at Budget
Tapes and Records and
Stereocraft. Cost is $7.50 students
and $8 general admission.
Gates open at Nicholson
Pavillion at 8 p.m. Tickets at the
door will be $8 students and $8.50
general.
Patterson, a junior majoring in
mass media, is employed by ASC's
Program Agency which is divided
into concerts, arts and lectures and
,
films.

Orchestra receives funds
lmpres~ivel

Central's orchestra has received
$1,000 from the Music Perfor, mance Trust Funds, conductor
Eric Roth announced this week.
Roth explained that the or!: chestra received the $1,000
I· unrestricted grant in June, and
will use it to hire a guest artist for
the spring 1981 concert, to employ
union musicians for specific concerts when .no students or com': munity players are available for a
! needed instrument, and to defray
I: the cost of concert programs,
!1 publicity and other miscellaneous
expenses.
The Music Performance Trusfis
a public service . organization
created under agreements between U.S. recording companies
and the American Federation of
Musicians.
The Trust was created years
ago, Roth explained, when union
musicians in the U.S. became concerned about the proliferation of
recorded music being sold.
They negotiated an agreement
with U.S. recording companies
that a few cents from the selling
price of each record or tape be set
aside in a trust fund for the support
of live music performances, free to
the public.
·
The Music Trust, which cannot
grant direct contributions to .a
civic orchestra disburses its funds
by paying union-scale wages to
non-union performers in a local
symphony for a free public concert.
1

1

Our new · $399 stereo system is a spectacular bargain, designed to blow your mind but
no~ your budget: This system is built around the amazing Advent/3 loudspeakers.
Their wide bandwidth and accuracy have been achieved by spending a larger portion
of the loudspeakers total cost for the ' iDdividual drivers. This yields a . performance
that exceeds most other I speakers costing .twice as much.

To power· these little gems,: we _ve \chosen the Sony STR-Vl receiver. Until its
introduction, Sony quality and craftsmanship have been unavailable at this price.
We .
decided upon the Garrard !6308, with its factory-mounted Pickering V-15 cartridge,
because i it's the best performing, most reliable automatic changer in its price class.
We baek these components up with I our extended "Blue-Chip Warranty."

Come in and enioy. ·
STOHE HOl 'ltS:
1(): :w

New Location/.
415 NO. Main

;): :Jo

The non-union performers in
turn contribute the money they are
paid to the local symphony.

'Everyntan'
auditions
scheduled
Auditions for the play
Everyman, a 16th Century English
classic, have been set for Oct. 15-16
in Edison Hall, Room 301 at 7 p.m.
Drama student Ken Kron will
direct the play which is scheduled
for presentation Nov. 20-21 in
Hebeler Auditorium. The
Everyman production will travel
to Olympia and Tacoma for a 3-day
tour.
·
According to Kron, the play requires a multiple role cast of ten
men and women. Everyman roles
will be portrayed through personification, the concept of a thing
or idea represented as a person
through the use of creative
dramatics and mime.
.
Everyman, known as the grandfather of morality plays, has evolved through the centuries as a
means to teach audiences such
principles as vice and virtue.
The play will be sponsered by
Catholic Campus Ministry.
For more information about the
production, interested persons
may call Kron at 9?.5-5445 in the
afternoon.

925-4525
ALL ABOOOOOARD!!!!!

Guitars, Watches. ·

B.J.'s Pawn Shop
For Quality l!unting Equipment"
;,
~~

v~~·
P:_.

The Friday Night Express!!!!
You'll be on the right track
for an alternative night out.
A 'delicious dinner in the diner·
for a dollar.
Casual atmosphere-food-conversation
and entertainment.
A special happening for university
students and friends.
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT at 6:30
In the basement of First Baptist
Church.
First Baptist Church
4th and Sprague
Ellensburg, WA. 98926
925-3322
or eonta~ Barbara Moe
963-1655
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Baldwin: Plea for Brotherhood
more than three million copies in
print.

· From James Baldwin, the
author who has been hail~ by
critics as one of America's finest
writers, comes a new novel,Just
Above My Head from Dell in
December. Backed with a

Published initially by the Dial
Press in hardcover when it was
hailed by the Los Angeles. Times as
a "captivating novel", Just Above
My Head sweeps through three

'500,000-eopy first printing and a
marketing campaign, Just Above
My Head will join the roster of the
other Baldwiri titles in the Dell
. library, which includes the classic

'Ol'E
. .

Go Tell It On the Mountain, The

N
. J

Fire Next Time, Another Country,
Blues for - Mister Charlie,
Giovanni's Room, Going to Meet
MV- N~:JI
the Man, Nobody Knows My Name
and Tell Me How Lon~ the Train's
~I.
Been Gone, which ·tdgether have ; ..___ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

n

J J ·. -• .l.l,:/flU

. generations and across three continents, spotlighting the spiritual
solidarity of a Harlem church and
the devisive racial hatred of an
Alabama riot. Written with all the
passion and fury of Baldwin's
previous work, Just Above My
Head emerges as a statement on
·the condition of the black man in
America and a plea for a revived
brotherhood among all men.

Novice plays Dungeons
there's a fight, a player's or longer.
ch8racter is in danger of being ·
destroyed. This is based on rolling
The character that I have mthe
20 sided dice against a person call- game is Ranger, similiar to that of
ed a Dungeon Master. This person Dragon in the Trilogies. He.is very
is the inventor ·of the adventures hard to kill and wields a two handthat the characters partake in: He · ed sword, around six feet long.
also lays out creatures that attack. · All I can say about this game is
The rules of ,the game are very that it has thrils, excitement and is
complicated but the game itself is mentally stimulating. People who
fairly easy.
don't know about D&D should. It's
a challenge worth the tim~ and ef~
Basically the players move fort put into the game.
around, look for treasures, and
destroy things. The game that I
was in Friday night lasted· eight
hours and that wasn't ·anything at
The' game itself . can be very . all for D&D considering that one
. realisti¢. .at times. Every ti.rile game can last up to three months

By Steve Wisher
Those who remember the saying
"Frooo lives" written on the walls
may relate to the latest "in" trun.g
to do on college campuses: a game
called Dungeo~s and Dragons. But
it's 11.ot only -a college game. It is
·· now play~d by junior and senior
·high school students as.well.
Dungeons and Dragons, or D&D
as it is called by -those familiar
with the game, is.similiar t~ J.R.
Hob-.
Tolkiens trilogies. 'fhere
bits, Gnomes, Rangers, elves, er'ches, 7 headed fire dra,gons and
·even wizards.

Moon linked to behavior· ·
At certain times of the month, ! pre~ that the h~an body, like
both men and women experience ' the Earth, is 75 percent composed ··
curious mood changes that can of water and therefore is-subject to
lead to unusual, or even violent, .high and low tides.
behavior. Docwnented evidence . An overlQad of water in the body,
proves that on nights of a full moon Lieber asserts, can act as a stress
or a new moon cases of arson in- trigger for irrational behavior.
crease by 100 percent, crimes of Since its hardcover publication by~ .
violence increase markedly, and Doubleday and . Company, rHE
hospital emergency rooms operate LUNAR-EFFECT .has been hailed .
at peak capacity.
vociferously by critics: ."InforDr. Arnold L. Leiber, a scientist mative ... He'll shake skeptics ..
and a psychiatrist, explores the · .Dr. Lieber makes a strong case.'' direct correlathm among the - The Boston Globe. "I have no
Moon, the tides, and. human doubt that the Moon has an in-.
behavior in TIIE LUNAR F..F- fluence on human behavior/'" - FECT: Biological Tides and Carl Sagan.
·
. · ·
Human Emotions, coming this
J ic ber taped a· segment of In
month from Dell in paperback. Sear ~k of ••• , the natio~y syn- ·
Produced by Jerome Agel, TY·-~E dicated television s~ries devoted tb
LUNAR EFFECT is based on ,he 1 scient~fic explorations.

Librarv to
hold OJJ~n .
house

are

The Central library· Will hold a
·public open house Oct.. 13 from
12:30-5 p.m. ·
Tours will be conducted, and
pwich, coffee, tea and cookies will
be served during the open house,.
scheduled in. conjunction with
Homecoming.
For further information; contact
Diana Parker at 96:H90L ..

.He was a· poor black sh.arecropper's son.
.who never dreanted he·was .~dopted ...
"'

~·~'

:-..,..

.

vw
DATSUN
·T OYOTA

· Fabric

Pictur~

for .your walls

.

.

)

.

.m

~

'_Def you. nee_d an- i·nexpensive splash of/).
·color. ·for .a drab waU?
The Golden
(~
.
Needle has the answer ... ·
. .#'
.
. . ...
A FABRIC PICTURE!
Simply .~ stretch the · fabric print Ill
. •·
......
.
around the- ·wooden ..frame, use· a ·- - . 01·
. ,_...
staple. gUn or hammer and a few ·m
......
minutes of your time, and Ill
:•
~

.'

,

..
I

'\

·-......
..•-I

' 31 .....

.

.,..-.
•c

......
.......

........-••
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PRESTO,- · you have a fabric

UNIVERSAL PICTURES PRESENTS
AN ASPEN fllM SOCIETV WILLIAM E. McEUEN·DAVID V PICKER PRODUCTION
ACARL REINER FILM

STEVE ·.

MARTIN
1heJERl< .
In

A aAGS ro ••CHES TO RAGS STORY.

s<•~~ BERNADETTE PETERS CATLIN ADAMS and JACKIE MASON ~.-~·. .:.: . .
.nTHE JERX

1
01
" - ;:

STEVE MARTIN, CARL GOTILIEB, MICHAEL .ELIAS~·.,,;: STEVE MARTIN &CARL GOTILIEB

;'.;.;:~~p~~,~~~j0~,~~1~~~~~~~ .~:. ,~,~.~~~1~0

<,:: ~~~-~ ~,~!~.~~.:~~:. •: :~~~i ;~u• l~.~~~~~~-~~::'.~',''.~~1 . .

.·picture!!!

Admission '1. 75

Easy and economical
Prices start at $1 0. 00

.........
.......
......
·-·.....
......

-N ext Week: It's Back!!

M RfWf
""""" .~ Special Midnight Show

.
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New machiiles in game room
by Merry Erikson

There are new machine5 in the
SUB game5 ·room. A new pinball
machine; Black. Out is the ·latest.

Other popUlar pinball machines
now are Flight 2,000, Playboy,
Flash and Poke Rino, Popular
. video machines include Asteroids,
Missile Conunand," and Glaxian
Astro Fi8hter.
Another hot new . item in the
games room is roller skates, which
are a joint effort with Tent-n-Tube.
They rent far $1.50 per hour or $5
per day.
·
About three weeks ago the
machines in the SUB games room
were changed over to tokens.· The
change was made to cut.vandalism
and ease counting. The token vending machine takes $1 ·and $5. If
you are lucky enough to get a silver
token, save it. Oil Sundays you can
trade any silver token for two gold
tokens. Frazzino's Pizza Place
machines and donn;s with SUB

The games room and Frazzino's

Later at the end ·of the quarter :
the games room will sponsor a :
donn pinball competition. Anyone .
from a dorm which has a games ·
room machine will be able to enter. ·
The individual winner receives a ·
pinball niachine and the donn they :
represent receives $100.

Pizza Place are sponsoring several
contests this quarter.

a

They have top score contest on
the pinball machines. Each week's
winner receives a $5 gift certificate
from· Frazzino's Pizza Place. The
contest machine changes·weekly.

.

WJYA

~

0

(1

.Personalities

.c... _, NftlJ..,.

HENRY WlNWR,· The Fonz,
has .put into.· hia will that when he
dies, if it is at all poml>le, he'd lite to
be·froml, then unfromi 100 years
·from that time to see·what man bas

Riviera Hotel, spoke candidly ·about
her image.
"People will change their. minds
once they meet me. I'm used to people who are condescending, but I
don't bear any grudges-because it's ·
,clone.
not their fault. It's the fault of the
SUZANNE SOMERS, while diniq
media. They have spread the myth,
in her favorite restaurant at the
but I know that after five minutes of .
conversation with me, everyone will
know I have a brain, and that it's not
.
1· rusty from disuse."

1

•

•
a b
Rac·q uet
. u ..
Vantage Highway
925-4025 · ·

• Indoor Tennis 1:
& Racquetball : 1
Courts
.
:
• Locker facilities ::
·Saunas/Jacuzzi I•·

ea..., IJWt$t Nttn Smitt

The federal government, it would
seem, should have more important
matters to ponder but nonetheless got
around to passing a decree that place;.
names should no. longer bear
apostrophes, i.e., Hunter's Point
became Hunters Point. Well~ they're
a little late. Caesars Palace, the famed Las Vegas hotel casino, got there
and staff are:
. : · first. They opened their doors in 1966
sans an apostrophe and for the Wt 14
welcome to try outl: years
has been Sending a gag poem to
. our f&cilities for : 1 transgressors that reads: "We send
this note without no malice-there aiii't ·
an ·apostrophe ~ Caesars Palace."

1----.-M_o_v-ie_s___

Campu1 Pape1back ·l)e,taelle11
1. Sophie's Choice, by William Styron .. (Bantam, $3.50.)
Star-crossed lovers and the nature of evil: fiction.
2. The Dead Zone, by Stephen King. (NAL/Signet, $3.50.)
. Terror tale of man who sees into future: fiction.
3. A Woman of Substance, by Barbara Taylor Bradford.
(Avon, $2.95.) Successful woman & her children: fiction.

C ... --~ __ f_R_!=!_o,!1_~~~ ~~ ~

4. Class Reunion, by Rona Jaffe. (Dell, $2:75.) Four Radcliffe grads and how they fared: fiction.
~:

I
.

7. Still Life with Woodpecker, by Tom Robbins. (Bantam,
$6.95.) A sort ·of a love story.
8. Shibuml, by Trevanian. (Ballantine, $2.95.) Intrigues of
the perfect assassin and perfect lover: fiction.
9. The Great Shark Hunt, by Hunter S. Thompson. (Popular Library, $3.50.) Roasting of America's seamy side.

Guns .& Ammunition,
Licenses for the season/ ·

10. What Color Is Your Parachute? ,by Richard N. Bolles.
(Ten Speed Press, $5.95.) Career and job guidebook.
COmpiled by The Chronicle of Higher Education from information
'-.. supplfed by college stores throughout the country. October 6, 1980. ~

.22 rifle scope Bushnell 4x
reg. 815.95
Special '9. 95

I Athletic Equipment

Skiing

•tennis/ restring

• .! lame: brands'

Join us .•.
at the John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc.
were looking for financial analysts with the
ql.¥llifications and the desire to ·contribute to th'e
growth of the test and measurement industry.

·(while the six last)

.··

•racketball
·•joggi,n~

•K-2

Fluke designs, manufactures and sells precision
electronic instruments. Our annual sales exceed S125
million making us one of the leading suppliers in the
test and measurement field.
·

•RBichle I

•Salomon:
.
.· .•Olin.
•~pademan ·

506 N. Pine St.
925-2200

5. The Number of the Beast, by Robert A. Heinlein. (Fawcett, $6.95.) Space journey to other universes: fiction.
9. Petals on the Wind, by V. C. Andrews. (Pocket, $2.75.).
Children take revenge in horror sequel: fiction.

All Hunting & Fishing Accessories :

II
II

and love during World War II.
Classic Series.
Oct. 30-The Crazies- ASC Film
with a speeial showing at midrii~t
in the SUB.
'
Oct. 31-The Alphabet MurdersTony Randall,as Poirot, takes a
.case in London wh.ere victims are
being Slain in alphabetical order.
'Ellensburg Library, 7 p.m.

Oct.1&-The Jerk Steve Martin in
the Carl Reiner film with help from
Bernadette Peters. ASC film.
. Oct. 17-cheaper By the Dozen
Clifton Webb, father of 12, tries to
introduce efficient organization into his household. · Elle~sburg
Library, 7 p.m.
· · ·
Oct. 19- Yojimbo Tongue-incheek and in the style of an
American western, matches a Oct. u.;~tlanta Rhythm Section
cynical, wandering samurai and James Lee Stanley-Nicholson
against two merchant families bat- Pavillion . . ·
tling each other for control of a Oct. 21-Elton John and most of
country town. Classic.Film.
original band, Colliseum, reserved
Oct. 23-Rocky Horror Picture seating. ·
Show The cult rock musical-horror Oct. Z2-Allce Lynn Concert,
spoof starring Tim Curry as Dr. Soprano, sponsored by the Central
. Frank N. Furter. ASC · Film. Sblgers 8 p.m. in Hertz Hall.
Special showing at midnight.
Oct. ZS.Dire Straita-Showbox in
Oct. 24-Damn Yankees-Musical Seattle. .
comedy starring Tab Hwiter. A Oct. 2&-The Police-Paramount 8
baseball fan sells his .soul to the
devil so that his favorite team can p.m.
beat the New York Yankees. : Oct. Z9-Central Serles, Jan
Ellensburg Library, 6:45 p.m.
:DeGaetani,- Mezzo-Soprano;
Oct. 26-The Cranes are Flying- :Gilbert Kalish, piano, a Special
Acclaimed Soviet film about the :Guest Artisf Recital. $5 general ad'. shattering of youthful ambitions mission, 8 p.m. Hertz Recital Hall.

*All cwu students :.

WILLIE 8TQL\NGE
8porting Goods

Guideline

Concerts

Games room hours are 8: 30
A singles pool tournament will be a.m.-10 p.m. Mon.-Fri., and 1-10
held Oct. 21-22. There will be a p.m. Saturday and Sunday.

{8;;;:·-~------:-F:~;;s·::1:de~
:

~ ·October

games room machines will take small entrY fee. Prizes will be cash :
tokens also. The left slot takes and pizza. The offical will be Scott ·
tokens, right takes coins.
Smith.
.
.

II·

Join us as we move - into the 80's and into our new
Everett, Washington facility, just minutes north of
Seattle on 335 wooded acres. We'll be on campus .
Wednesday, October 22, 1980. Contact your job
placement office for the exact time and local.ion.
Equal Employment Opp.o rtunity/
Affirmative Action Employer

1·:(:·

ecomplete ~ervice'
~mounttng.

====®

IFLUKEI

w

· Equal Employment OpportunityI
Affirmative Action Employer.

·~• 'a

·,. ,;;..

::-
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The crystal
hall

by Ted Smith
Sports editor
Last week's performance was a good one for the all-knowing globe- hitting on 9 of 11 games. That brings the season total to 17 out of 23, for a .739
mark. The only misses in this near-perfect week was the Whitworth victory over Central and California's uprising over Oregon. Looking forward
we see ~e starting of the Evergreen Conference slate and a big battle in
the Pac-5.
Central returns to their home field for a big Homecoming encounter
with the Oregon Tech Owls. Tech is sporting a 3-1 record and could be one
of the teams to beat in the Evco. The Wildc;ats on the other hand, are
struggling to find the right combination. Central traditionally plays well
in front of the Homecoming crowd, making this one a toughie. It could
come down to who has the ball last, we'll go with the favorites this time,
\. Owls by6.
.
Eastern Oregon travels to take on Oregon College in the days biggest
Evco opener. EOSC is undefeated in four starts this year while OCE has
split their 4 games- facing a slightly tougher schedule. For the fourth time
in a row on the road, EOSC by 3
Western Washington, fresh off its first victory of the season, will try to
get off on the right foot in the conference when they take on Southern
\ Oregon. SOSC has yet to win a game this year and may be disappointed
again this week, WWU by 7
Linfield will get a chance to air out their reserves this week, playing on
their own field against Willamette, Linfield by 27.
Pacific Luthern will also have their hands full this Sat. when they are
invaded by the Pirates of Whitworth( less). The Lutes will score at will
but won't manage a shutout, PLU by 24.
The Washington Huskies are out to prove they deserve the Rose Bowl
bid when they head to Palo Alto this week. But unfortunately for them,
Stanford has been waiting for this day a long time. UPSET SPECIAL,
Cardinals by 10.
Washington State will motor back to Arizona in the blundermobile and
try to put 4 quarters together. If they could start off where they left off
last week it would be a long night for Arizona, but alas, the Cougs always
"' find a way, Wildcats by 3.
.
Southern Cal is trying to keep its unbeaten record intact, and should
have no problem beating Oregon. Trojans by 14.
California finally won a game last week and should increase their
streak this week. Oregon State will provide the competition, in a manner
...;.....;;.
....;;....
of speaking. Rich Campbell should have a heyday, Cal by 19.

__________________________

__

:
;
·
I!

;

l
J

YOU'VE COME A LONG WAY BABY- .in the old days,
Central played football at the rodeo grounds.

Field Hockey Team faces Boise State
The OCE game was scoreless 16 of second-half goals by Dodie
Central Washington University
: completes the collegiate portion of minutes deep into the second half, Davis (Longview) and Becky Giles .
'. its 1980 home field hockey schedule but then OCE struck for two goals (Seldovia, Ala.).
Michele Murray (Seattle) played
within a five-minute span. CWU
·this week with four games.
The Wildcats, 1-5 on the season, had dominated the game outstandidng defense and supare pitted against Boise State statistically in the first half, taking ported CWU's forwards with acUniversity Friday at 12:45 p.m. twice as many penalty corners curate feeds each game, Putnam
and Washington State University (10-5) and bringing the ball into the said.
(Friday's schedule also matches
striking circle twice as often
Friday at 3:45 p.m. Idaho and Western Washington at 3
Central
faces
Western (14-7).
"We just couldn't get the shot off p.m. and Saturday's schedule has
Washington and the University of
for
goal in the first .half and we Idaho playing Boise State at 9
Idaho Saturday at 9 a.m. and 3
couldn't seem to stay up as strong a.m., Washington State facing
p.m. respectively.
CWU dropped a 2-0 shutout deci- on our attack in the second half," Boise State at noon and Western
squaring off against WSU at 3. Two
sion to Oregon College of Educa- coach Jean Putnam said.
In the PLU match, Central spot- fields will be used in the tournation and was beaten 3-2 by Pacific
Lutheran University Saturday in ted the Lutes a 3-0 lead in the first -ment.)
an invitational at Monmouth, Ore. half before roaring back for a pair

________.

Thursday is Ladies Night
·The Best of Disco & Top 40

Remember Milk
The
One
For
Value·COMPARE_OUR MILi< PRICES
2% 112 Gallon 83¢
Grade A 112 Gallon ·79<+
Pasturized/Homoge=nized

Whole 112 Ga/1011 83¢
~il'il'li

Enjoy Tequila Tuesday

Open
1pm-7pm
Mon-Sat

-Winaga_r's ......
Mon.-Sat 9 til 1: 30·

located J~st . 8 Blocks West Of Nlcholson Pavlllon

411 W. 1lfll •• 121-1121

Open Monday thru Saturday 1 '""·"' '"".

...
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'C ats drop nail biter to Whitworth
Central Washington relinquished
the lead on three separate occasions to fall to Whitworth 21-16, in
non-conference football action
Saturday in Spokane.
The Wildcats held leads of 7-0,
10-9,16-15, but couldn't manage to
hold off the Pirates potent rushing
attack in the final quarter. Whitworth ran the ball for a total of 234
yards on the day, but were limited
to only 60 yards through the air.
Freshman · quarterback Paul
Pee1·boom established himself as
the Wildcat signal caller, passing
successfully 12 times in 22 attempts for 214 yards and two
touchdowns.

Don Wills was on the receiving
end of Peerboom's only completion
of the first half, a 68-yard scoring
strike that put the Cats up 6-0.
Peerboom's second touchdown
pass capped a 79-yard, 11 play
drive and put Central on top 16-15
in the final quarter. Todd Williams
was on the receiving end of that
aerial, making a diving catch in
the end zone.
The Wildcat offense was sluggish
in the first half, to say the least.
Central rushed the ball 20 times for
a net total of zero yards, and except for the touchdown pass, the
Cats had no yards and no first
downs.

The second half was a different
story, Peerboom came out firing,
hitting Williams twice for 20 yards,
Chris Olsen twice for' 35, Rod
Handley four times for 42 yards
and Wills three more times for a
total of 117 yards.
Central's running game showed
well also in the second half. C.D.
Hu.i.!1ess finished the day with 61

. .. . Face Owls
,•

First
.Annual
Jelly

•
'
•
•
'
•
'
•

Contest
$200 gift Certificate

414 N. Pearl

962-2750

Apply Now For University

yards in 23 carries and Glen
Jackson toted the pigskin seven
times for 34 yards. Marc Ingersoll,
Michael
Brandt,
Bruce
Walker,Karl Lillquist and Randy
Kenman opened holes for Central's
runners, and also did a g~od job of
protecting their quarterback.
The Wildcats were hampered in
field position by the fine punting of

Oregon Tech will rely on the veer
more than Whitworth did. "Whitworth hurt us on the outside stuff
and we are going to have to stop
the option with a little more consistency,'' defensive coordinator
Mike Dunbar said.
Oregon Tech, under former
University of Oregon head coach
Don Read, is 3-1 on the season.
Fullback Chris Hyde is the team's
leading rusherwith 453 yards and
five touchdowns. He is averaging
113 yards per game.
Quarterback Bryan Mitchell has
oassed for 379 yards, but he has

'•
'•

Stopping Oregon Tech's veer offense will be the primary goal for
Central Washington University in
its Evergreen Conference football
opener against the Owls Saturday.
The Homecoming contest gets
ubderway at Tomlinson Field at
1: 30 p.m. It was originally schedul' ed for 1 p.m. start.
Whitworth College hurt CWU
• with the veer last Saturday hanj ding the Wildcats their fourth
• straight loss, 21-16. The Pirates
passed for just 60 yards, but ran for
234.

'

also added 192 rushing yards in 53
carries. Mitchell's favorite
receiver has been Mark Kane.
Kane has grabbed 13 of Mitchell's
33 completions for 152 yards.
Defensively, Oregon Tech's
primary formation is the 6-1, but
the Owls will give a lot of different
looks, according to CWU head
coach Tom Parry.
Central had its best offensive
game of the season against Whitworth Saturday scoring 16 points.
David Zinunerman kicked a 41
yard field goal and Paul Peerboom
passes for two touchdowns. Both
are freslunen.
CWU played the Whitworth
game without three startersdefensive backs Kyle Peer and
Charlie Kruger and wide receiver
Jay Griese!.
Griese! cracked a vertebra in his
neck during practice last week and
is lost for the season. Kruger
sprained an ankle and Peer hurt
his· knee.
Center Bruce Walker hurt his
foot in the Whitworth game, and
along with Peer and Kruger, is
questionable for Saturdays game.
The series between the two

Whitworth's Tim Frisbee who
kicked eight times for an average
of 47.3 yards. Central punted nine
times averaging only 29.9 yards
per kick.
Freshman kicker Dave Zinunerman had a good day for Central, he
booted a 41-yard field goal in the
second half to give· the Cats a 10-9
lead, he also booted an extra point.

-----------

schools began in 1972. CWU has
won four, lost three and tied one.
CWU forfeited its 1978 victory for ·
using an ineligible player. Oregon
Tech won last year 35-23.
Starting lineups:
~ENTRAL: Offense-SE, Don
Wills: 165LJr.i.!1T_, Mark Ingersoll,
228, Jr.; G, 001cneal BranCJt, 235,
Sr. . Ct Steve TabQrA 215i.,.SO.i,.RG,
Kar1Lillquist 223 M. • ttT, ~teve
Azeltine, 225, Jr.; TE, Chris Olsen,
235, S.s;_ QB~Paw peerboom, 190,
Fr.; ·1Hi C.1!. Homess, 17~ Jr.;
FB, Kevm W1ckenhagen, 21u_, Sr.;
FL, Rod Handley 174; Jr.DerenseLE, Mike McRoskeyJ 20~ Sr.; LT,
Tim DeGross, 2Us li·r. · RE,
Michael Studer, 200, Sr~ Li1 Tim
Kofstad, 195, Jr.; LH, .H.andy
Johnsto,!1__, 200 Jr.l LCi,.Gerald Denman, lbJ, Fr.i._~C, .H.on Gunner,
179, Jr.; SS, Mike Johnson, 170,
Sr;.; FS;.. Kurt Criscione, 180, Jr.
uREtiON TECH:
Offense- SE, Rod Martin, 165,
So.; FL, John Williams, 229J Sr.;
. TE, Mark Kane, 22!t Sr.;. T, LOren
Hust, 271, So.LG, ttob ~ilva, 236,
Sr~ C, Brett Hryant, 231_ Sr'.)_ G,
J.ed Cochran, 24Z, Sr.i T, rhil tiriff1th, 25!.z Sr.; FBJ..Chriss Hyde, 209,
Sr.; HH, Ryan ~tewart, 196, Jr.;
QB Bryan Mitchell 216, So.·
Defense- OLB boug Mikolas,
216, So.· Of:B Buck Sarver, 204,
So:..t ILB, Eric konnander, 22ll..Sr.~
ILH, Greg Saffer, 214, Jr.; T, Thao
Jensen, Z4~ Fr.; ~ -!efr Graves,
232, So.; Ntii Doug ~umn, 196, Sr.·
CB, Jed Sa ee;,. 180, Jr -,.i CB..t Bil1
Fitzgerald, 17u, Jr.· ~s, rerry
Olsen, 184, Sr.; FS, Bryn Barker,
205, Sr.

Committee~

Athletics
Acade111ic Standing
' Formerly JSF)

Services And Activities
B~ard of Acadeillic Appeals
Caillpus _Judicial Council
Parking & Traffic Coillilliti:ee
Energy Conservatfon AdVisory Board
Teacher Education Council
The J.C.C. is accepting applications from anyone interested in appling for .
BOD position no. 4. - This person will he appointed for I quarter, effective
Winter Quarter 1981.

For both BOD position & the on campus committees, apply in the ASC office.
Deadline is October 31. Contact Scott Shake for further information at 963-1691.
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· Cat of the. week
-·Soccer ·split

Water polo wins

Don Wills, a junior wide receiver
from Langley, is Central's
Wildcat-of-the-week.
Wills was selected for his play in
last week's game against Whit. worth. Wills caught four passes for
117 yards and one touchdown in a
21-16 loss.
Wills scored on a 68-yard pass
from quarterback Paul Peerboom
in the second quarter.

Central's water polo team was
victorious in three of four games in
a weekend tournament at
Pullman, including a win over last
year's Northwest champions,
Portland State.
CWU lost their first game 14-8, to
Southern Oregon, then bounced
back for a 13-11 win over powerful
Portland State. The Wildcats then
X-Country idle
overcame two Pac-10 teams,
Central's cross country team,
defeating Washington State 11-8
ranked eighth nationally, resumes
and Washington 7-3.
The splasher's next home match action Saturday, when it travels to
Volleyball tourney
will be November 2nd against WSU Portland for an invitational men's
Seeding for the Region IX cham- . in Nicholson Pavillion, game time cross country meet. The CWU runpionship volleyball tournament is 10 a.m.
ners were idle last week.
will be decided this weekend in the
Central Washington University
second part of a round-robin at
1980 Men's Soccer Schedule
Central.
Sat.
Oct.
18
at University of Idaho
TBA
Teams competing include
Sun. Oct.19
Gonzaga Umversity
1:30pm
Eastern Washington, Western
. Whitworth College
l:OOpm
Sat. Oct. 25
Sun. Oct. 26
Eastern Washington University
l:OOpm
Washington, Idaho, Lewis-Clark
Sat. Nov.1
at Eastern Washington University
l:OOpm
State, Boise State, Portland,
Sun. Nov. 2
at Whitworth College
1:9f)i>m
Alaska-Fairbanks and AlaskaWed. Nov. 5
at University of Washington
Husky Stadium 7:30pm
at Northern Idano College
1:30pm
Sat. Nov. 8
Anchorage.
Sun. Nov. 9
Washington State University
1:30pm
Central defeated Portland, but Sat. & Sun. Nov. 15, 16
University of Montana
Place & time TBA
lost to Western Washington in the
first phase of the tournamemt
earlier this month at the UniversiFor those students '"21" &
ty of Portland.
served in lounge only
CWU is scheduled to face
~ * * * * 'it * * * * * * .•·* * · -* .,
Alaska-Fairbanks at 1 p.m.,
Alaska-Anchorage at 5 p.m. and
Bosise State at 8 p.m. in opening
games today.
The Wildcats will play the
Unversity of Idaho Friday at 10:30
"* * * 1r *" * ·* * *·till
* * ·* * * * * "!a.m. and Eastern Washington at 8
Served from ~:<Ju ·
12:00 I midnight
p.m. CWU wraps up its schedule ·
2:00
till
10:00
'.Pm· .
Sunday
· Saturday morning at 10:30 a.m.
against Lewis-Clark State.
For -over 40 years serving the ; Ellensburg community .& CWU
All of the games will be at
Nicholson Pavilion.
The Division 2 regional tournament will be Nov. 21-22 at Western
Washington University in Bell111 West 8th Street, Ellensburg
ingham.
Mike Parrish scored two goals
Saturday to pace CWU to a 4-0 win
against Northern Idaho in a men's
collegiate soccer match. Pat Rants
and Wayne Gardner also scored
for Central.
Bob Storino and Sherman Smith
scored goals Sunday as CWU dropped a 3-2 decision to Washington
State. The split left Central 2-3 on
the season.

: 8· oz. STEAK, :
:FRIES & SALAD:

:

*

$3.95

:

pm

H~~WAYGl~llE

RAH, RAH, RAH!
Homecoming 'SO:· .:.
Features
,·. ··
CWU Imprint
Products
What?!? You mean that you were planning to attend the
Homecoming Game without your CWU cowboy hat? ·
Unbelievable! Where have you been? Everybody knows
that CWU imprint products are it this year. That foamy
apple juice you ~ re drinkin' just tastes better in a Wildcat
mug. Anci of course, a Wildcat frisbee is simply the state
of the art on the lawns around Barto Hall ....
But fortunately for you, it's not too late to get it
together. At The University Store we are featuring our
complete line of CWU imprint products this week. Get
your school spirit together at The University Store . . ..
before it's too late.
Halloween Specials!
Be a ghost .... or just look like one! We have cheap
sheets for sale this week at the spooky price of just
$2.50 a piece. (They also make excellent togas .... )

All thumbs when it
comes to Typing?

·

C' C 'r : f '

T ·'

- 92S-922S
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Free Flight
This flying enthusiast has found a way
to beat the h.igh cost of aviation

)
Photos by Scott Collier

October i 16, 1980
by Scott Collier

Tim Abrahamson has always
''Anyone could buµd one of these
in about two days," Tim stated as
loved aviation. But when he found
.he took the five foot wing off to
he couldn't ~fford a pilot's license
show us the small motors that conhe didn't give it up. Tim now flies
trol the rudder and aileron. The
ahnost every day for free- but he
gliders frames are covered with a
never leaves the ground. He conlight but sturdy plastic material
trols his radio equipped glider
through the .skies as if he were in · called monocoat. It can be ironed
· on in a few minutes, eliminating
the small cockpit himself.
the messy paper and airplane dope
''I studied to be an air traffic
controller at Green River Comn- ' used years ago.
Tim allowed a-few passers-by to fly
nunity College," said Tim, "but
the plane as the afternoon sun
decided I didn't want to go into
that."
began to sink. "I like to get people
interested in it," he said.
Now he controls air traffice over
And that he did as a crowd of
the practice fields behind
about thirty people gathered
Nicholson Pavilion. His home-built
around for the next launch by a 400
glider was completed at .a cost of
about $250, including radio and · ft. rubber tube powered catapult.
launch equipment.
So it was UP, UP and AWAAAAY
again for Tim and his glider.

Campus ~rier

October 16, 1980
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Hepatitus can spring froin Mono
Hepatitis is an inflamation of the needle first and then another per- person who has infectious 1 have Hepatitis. This is available at
liver where redness, swelling, son who has never had Hepatitis B Hepatitis A does not wash their the Student Health Center or the
tenderness, and warmth are symp- uses the same needle or instru- hands after they have a bowel County Health Department or at a
toms. The liver is swollen, tender ment and receives the virus into movement and for some reason physician's office. This should be
and if one could look inside, it his own bloodstream through their hands become contaminated given only to very close contacts
would be red, and if one could feel direct injections or a break in the and they pass this by handling of such as roommates, boyfriends,
it it would be warmer than usual. skin or mucus membrane. It also various objects which are then girlfriends, or people living in the
Almost always this also indiates in- has been shown recently that handled by another person and same house or room as the person
fection, usually by a virus. There : Hepatitis B can be passes by sex- eventually reach the mouth of the who has been diagnosed as having
can be, however, many causes of · ual contact.
second person. Also, as mentioned Hepatitis. It is not necessary to
Hepatitis. For instance, Hepatitis , The third category for Hepatitis above, Hepatitis may be passed by treat a whole dorm because one
can result from a person having in- · is a general classification called sexual contact. The treatment of person comes down with Hepatitis.
Hepatitis can usually be done at The inunune serum globulin does
fectuous Mononeuclosis. Although, · "Non-A and Non-B."
in this case, the Mononeucleosis
The signs and symptoms of home and consists of rest and good not prevent Hepatitis occurirtg in
. produces other major symptoms Hepatitis are not always obvious nutrition. An occasional case of : contacts in 100 percent of the cases
such as tiredness and sore throat but can include nausea, vomiting, Hepatitis will become quite serious · but does prevent this infection or at
and Hepatitis is a minor secondary liver tenderness(i-ight upper side and require hospitilization. There least make it a milder infection in
of .the abdomen), and in some are no specific medicines that can 80-90 percent of persons who are
complication.
When we speak of Hepatitis cases-jaundice (a yellow discolora- be used for Hepatitis. For instance known contacts to a person with
alone we are usually talking of one tion of the eyes and skin). As with antibiotics such as Penicillin anc : Hepatitis. This inunune serwn
of three types. Type A is known most illness, many people do not Tetracycline do not help in th£ : globulin must be given within tw·~·
weeks after exposure. Of course,
also as infectious·Hepatitis. This is know that they · have Hepatitis treatment of Hepatitis.
There is available immune anyone who has ever contractec
caused by a Type A liver virus and because they have not been sick
has an incubation of two to six enough to go to a doctor and have serum globulin which is--an injec- Hepatitis should never d01 ~.1tc
weeks. This is the most conunon the diagnosis made. The danger of tion of a substance to be given t) : blood at a blood drawing.
type-of Hepatitis that affects man. this type of Hepatitis is that these close contacts of persons known to : If you are interested in further
The second type of Hepatitis is ·people can then donate blood which
I
.
.
Type B Hepatitis which has an in- may be given to a person in ..the
cubation period of 6 weeks to 6 ·hospital who then may receive the
I
months. This is also known as Hepatitis virus without knowing it.
I
Serum Hepatitis and is usually Nowadays it is a law that any blood
I
caused by such things as blood given by blood transfusion must be
I
I
transfusions, ear peircing with tested for Hepatitis B. Hepatitis
I
contaminated needles or in- ' received from blood transfusion is
I
struments, tatooing with con- therefore one risk a person takes
I
taminated instruments or . con.: whenever· they receive a blood
I
taminated needles used by drug transfusion.
I
abusers. In these instances, a per- Most Hepatitis A is passed by the
I
son who has Hepatitis B uses the fecal-oral route. This means tha! a

lnformation on Hepatitis, please
feel free to contact the Student
9:ealth Center.

reacher's group
hold meeting
Central Teachers in. Training, a
. student organization affiliated
. with the Northwest Association of
· Teacher Educators, held their first
meeting of the year Oct: 2 at Lincoln Elementary School.
The guest speaker was Mary
Jean Potter. Ms. Potter, who has
. seven years of teaching ex. perience, gave a very interesting
talk and was able to satisfy student
curiousity about self-contained
open t: ~ assrooms.
Tb .~· i text meeting of CTT will be
Nov. 4 at 7 p.m. in SUB rooms 204
and 205. All interested persons who
· are are in education are invited to
~ attend.

·------••••••••-•-•••--~------------~-----r,,
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E.Z. Wolf byTed Richards
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I CA5HEO MY UNEMPLOY-

WRONG,
LINC?

j MENT CHECK TODA'/ ANO ~ID
1

j

T~E MONE~ IN MY SOCK IN

CASE I GOT MUGGED!
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Face it . . . you~ve always wonted to_fly! -Many of us have hod the. feeling .. ·. . and .for some it has never
gone ,away.:· , -. .
·
·
·
. . : . · .. · It you hove that feeling, then ·you're in luck. Air Force ROTC Flight Instruction Program (FtP) is available ·to
you. It's designed to.teach yoJJ.the bosics·of fUght through flyi.ng lessons in smoll"_oircroft at 0°civilion o·peroted
flying.-·schoQI.
. ·:· .·
.· ·
. ·
.
·.
.
·· · . . -. · · - · _·
The program is an EXTRA for cadets who· can.qualify to·become Ait Force pilots througtt AirForce ROTC-.
Jaken during the~ senior year in college, FIP i$ the first step-for the cadet who is going on to Air Force jet pil9f
training otter graduation.·
·
· · ..
·
· . ·.
.
:
··
- This is all reserved for: the cadet w~o).~onts to get
his life off the · ground .. . . with Air -Force··silver pilot . .
·
. ..
.
. wings. Check it out today.
~ SEE LT COL ·OAVE'"f.UBBAAO' IN· PETERSON ~L,.

.. · RO".l'C. ; ~-'- .

•

~- .. ,!.

Gotewo~ to, ogre~t way_.o f·tife•

i
l.
!

by Bob Cordray

ALEX IN WONDERLAND
~wHAT'S

,,

~-,

RM 203, CR CAI..L HIM AT 963-"2314• . ·you·
MAY ' BE 8-IGIBLE FoR A P~LOT' s.· Si.ct • .

~
. AND? ..

50MEBODY
PICKED MY
ANKLE!

~tober

16, 1980

Run for Fun

·student ·Employment Clearance

On Saturday, Oct. 18, at 9:30 a.m. City of E-Burg Recreation and
C.W.U. Recreation will hold a 5.7 mile run. The staging area is at the
south side of Morgan Middle School with the starting line at 1st St. and
Pearl St. Course will be announced to runners the day of race. Entry fee is
$1.50 day of race (Not-shirt).

Shuttle Bus
department provides a shuttle bus from the Greyhound bus depot to campus. The shuttle bus will meet incoming buses between the hours of 3: 15
and 8: 40 p.m. on a Sunday or a holiday prior to classes.
If there are any questions, students should call the housing office
(963-1831).

Accountant Position
Applications are being accepted for the Acountant position. Requires a
B.A. in Business Administration with major in accounting, or equivalent
background with a minimwn of 2 years experience. Must have theory
and practice of double entry governmental and enterprise accounting
with knowledge of computer application. A CPA license may be
substituted for the college requirements.
Salary range:
Salary open, commensurate with education
and experience. Excellent fringe benefits.
Send reswne to Douglas County Engineer, P.O. Box 110, Waterville,
WA 98858

Extracurricular History
Those students or faculty interested in pursuing history outside the
classroom and who would like to meet with like-minded peers are invited
to attend a meeting on Monday, Oct. 20, 3: 30pm, Shaw-Smyser Room 107.
Phi Alpha Theta, the history honor society, is the sponsering body.

Interviewers on Campus
The following firms will have representatives at the Career Planning &
Placement Center to interview interested candidates. Brochw;es are
available. Sign-up schedules arte posted one week, to the day,- before the
arrival of the interviewers on campus.
Oct. 16*-Arthur Anderson & Co., Seattle, WA. Accounting firm. Ausit,
Tax, Mgmt. Information Consulting Divisions.
Oct. 16*-Boise Cascade, Boise, Idaho. Accounting Majors-Internal
Auditors. 60-70% Travel. French or German language helpful-foreign
audits.
Oct. 16*-Arthur Young & Company, Accounting firm. Audit & Tax Divisions. West Coast.
Oct. 21-Electronic Data Systems Corp, Bus Adm, Math, Computer
Science; Must have two courses in data processing & be willing to
relocate.
Oct. 21-U.S. Army, Officers Candidate School. SUB-Information
Table.
·
Oct. 21*-Washington Water Power, Spokane, WA. Accounting MajorsAccounting Division.
Oct. 22*-John Fluke Mfg Co., Mountlake Terrace, WA. Accounting
Majors-Manuf of Precision Instrwnents.
Oct. 23-K-Mart Apparel, Federal Way, WA. Management Trainee Program. Fashion Merchandising & Business & Those Interested in Retail
Clothing Sales.
Oct. 23-24*-Moss Adama & Co., Seattle, WA. Accounting firm. Yakima,
Tacoma, Seattle, Bremerton, Everett & Various Offices in California &
Oregon.
Oct. 24-Atkinson Grad School·of Adm, Willamette Univ, Salem, Oreg.
Sign-Up for those interested in School of Adm or College of Law. (Sign up
on 10/17/80)
Oct. 27-The Bon, Seattle, WA. Executive Trainee Program. Fashion
·
·
Merchandising; Business; Home Ee.
Oct. 28-U.S. Army, Officers Candidate School. SUB-Information
Table.
_
Oct. 28*-Ernst & Whinney, Tacoma, .WA. Accounting firm; Audit, Tax,
Mgmt Consulting. State and Nation.
Oct. 28-First Natl Bank of Or~gon, Portland, Ore. Management Train.;.
ing Program; Banking & Finance ~& 'Those Interested in Banking as a
Career.
·
Oct. 29*-Wash Public Power Sup System, Richland, WA. Accounting
Majors-Accounting Division.
Oct. 30-Boeing Company, ~ttle, WA. Finance, Industrial Tech &
Accounting-Will be working in industrial engineering & manufacturing.
Must be able to analyze costs & ha;ve background that is statistical and
anaytical.
·
·
•Accounting F~Majors

Cou~n

Books

.

Marketing Club coupon boOks will be available in the SUB Friday afternoon.
··

. Job· Sel!.rch Workshops
Job Search-Workshops·are being offered for education candidates. The
Job Search Worksh0p .deals · with important considerations, and this
material is to be presented in the following sessions, .eac~ lasting one
hour.
."
,
'
Tues&ty; Oct. 21, 3-4 p.m., ~lack Hall room 109. You and The Job

··

Wednesday, Oct. 22, M p.m., Black Hall room 109. Resume Writing.
1bursday,.Oct. 73, M p.m., Black H8ll room 109. Job Interviews.
Wedile$day, Nov. 12, 4-S p.in., BlBck Hall room 109. Resume Writing•.
Thursday, Ne>V. 13; l-5 p.m., Black Hall room 109. Job Interviews.
.

.

?*PflM

b/MfA

1

Ski sale ·:Nov. 19

Student employees must get a clearance form for their on campus jobs.
Forms are available in the Student Employment Office in Barge Hall 205. Central's Recreation program is
Those students who have more than one position must have a form for
sponsoring a "'Extrava-Ski-Ganza
each department. Failure To get proper clearance results in a hold being
placed on the students paycheck.
.Show" Nov. 19 in the Tent-n-Tube
for anyone interested in buying or
selling ski equipment.
Identification is required on all
Community Gallery, 4081h N. Pearl, noon to 5, Tuesday through Satur- 1 equipment.
day. Featuring Cynthia Bennett's paintings, Paul Lewing's pottery and
Molly Morrow's photographs.
Students win awards

Community Gallery:Show

As a service to students living in university housing, The housing

Market.
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RHC for Students

The 1980 Phi Beta Lambda Na· tional Leadership Conference was
.
.
.
RHC is for you the students. Get mvolved and come to our meetmg on h Id Jul 5-9 · w hi gt 0 D c
Wednesday Oct. 15 at 6 p.m. in the SUB rooms 204 and 205 · Don't forget, ~e coJ°eren~~ in~~l:ed gn~ne~ai
CASINO NIGHT is coming!
.
.
.
meetmgs, regional meetmgs, cam11!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!• paigning and elections for national
PBL officers, as well as competitive events in various business
subjects.
A selected list of new titles from the Central Library. On
the new bookshelves, Room 203,0ct. 16-20, 1980.
Thirteen PBL members from
Washington state attended. Mark
NEW IN REFERENCE
Gatsos, Washington State PBL
Arthur Cotterell. Dictionary of world mythology. cl 979 , · President was elected National
; Vice President for the Western
1980 .
I
Region.
Warren L. Patton. Authors guide to the copyright law.
!
Central brought home three of
1980.
Washington's six awards WHO'S
Contemporary literary criticism. 11 vols. 197 4-1979. ExWHO IN PHI BETA LAMBDA,
cerpted contemporary criticisms of creative writers in novel,
Mark Gatsos, Central, 4th place;
short story, poetry, and play.
~ ACCOUNTING 1, Keith Olson,
Joseph Noshpitz, ed. Basic Handbook of child psychiatry.
Central, 7th place.
Nearly 2,000 PBL members at4 vols. 1978-1979.
: tended the conference, keynoted
OTHER NEW BOOKS
Dennis J. Bennett. Nine o'clock in the morning. 1970. · by 60 Minutes Point-Counterpomt
Charismatic Christen movement at St. Mark's church in i commentator, James Kilpatrick.
Van N uys, California.
Elmer Bendiner. Fall of a Fortress. 1980. WW II
American air battles.
Reward
Bruce Borthwick. Comparative politics of the Middle
for Ti-30 calculator
Lost Monday in Shaw-Smyser Rm
East, an introduction. 1980.
'
231
Lawrence, Lifeschultz. Bangladesh, the unfinished revoluCall Patti, 963·3461
tion. 1979.
Sylvia J. Morris. Edith Kermit Roosevelt, portrait of a
Students: Have your parents
first lady. 1980.
purchase a nice 2 bedroom duplex
garages. One block from CWU.
Albert L. Wash burn. Geocryology, a survey of periglacial with
Good tax deduction as it appreciates
processes and environments. 1980.
in value. When you graduate keep as
income prop. or sell for cash return
Andre Virel. Decorated man, the human body as an art,
on your schooling. Only $7 4,950, call
cl 979, 1980. Body decoration and ornamentation in 962-2435.
primitive, eastern, and African societies. Pictorial with sup- • - - - - - - - - - - - porting text.
Addressers wanted immediately!
Work at home·no experience
Barre Toelken. Dynamics of folklore. 1979.
necessary. excellent pay.
Kenneth Hopkins. Basic statistics for behavorial sciences. Write: National Service
9041 Mansfield
1978.
Suite 2004
Robert Woods. Population analysis in geography. 1979.
Shreveport, Louisiana 7lli8
Manuael Castells. Economic crisis and American society.
1980.
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
E. Kimbark MacColl. Growth of a city, power and politics Research catalog-306 pages-10,278
descriptive listings-·Rush $1.00
in Portland, Oregon, 1915-1950. 1979.
(refundable).
Box 25097C, Los
David Mitchell. Y4control without bureaucracy. 1979. An Angeles 90025. (213)477-8.
alternative to organization and management of groups.
Catalyst, Inc. Marketing yourself, the catalyst women's
OVERSEAS JOBS-Summer/year
guilde to successful resumes and interviews. 1980.
round Europe, S. Amer., Australia,
European monetary system, its promise and Asia. All Fields $500·$1200 monthly,
prospects ... Conference papers, Brookings Institution, April expenses paid. Sightseeing. Free In·
formation, write IJC Box 52·W A3,
1979.
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
James E. Kirk. Recovery of local overhead incurred in
federal grants. 1980.
Cash for handguns, rifles, shotguns.
Call William, evenings at 925-5937.
Milo E. Bishop, ed. Mainstreaming, practical ideas for
educating hearing-impaired students, for secondary and
The Femisnist Women's Health
postsecondary teachers and administrators. 1979.
Center provides free pregnancy
Robert Spero. Duping of the American voter, dishonesty
screening and abortions. For further
information or appointment call
and deception in Presidential TV advertising. 1980.
575-6422.
Kurt Waldheim. Building the future order, the search for
peace in an interdependent world. 1980.
Wanted to Rent
Richard Loucks. Arthur Sheperd, American composer.
Garage space for Datsun 510 near
Walnut
North.
Please call 962·63~3.
1980.
Stanley Kauffmann. Before my eyes, film criticism and
comment. 1980. Critical reviews including Dais~yVMllier, ·
FOR SALE
China Syndrome, Hair, The Godfather Part II, and · Star 1 Canopy. Was used on short-box
Ford pickup. Could be used on stan·
Wars.
dard size pickup. A-1 condition, two
Paul Zindel. Effects of gamma .rays on man-in-th&moon ·interior lignts, storage compartment,
insulated. Was camper for small
marigolds, a drama in two acts. 1971.
family, Good as new. $450. Phone:
Peter Wegner. ed. Research directions in software
962-9405.
technology. 1980.
. Richard Lehman. Computer simulation and modeling, an
Buy or sell -with classified
introduction. 1977.
, ads. ~Only $1· for 10 words
F.J.M. Laver. Computers and .social change. 19SO.
and 5 cents for each addiMaria Szelely. from DNA to protein, the trasfer of tional word. Cash with
~tic information. 1980.
cop.)'.

News from the Library

I

:Classified Ads

I
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Legal Way_

ACROSS .
1. Sibilant

Comfll!S Digesl Ntws Service

Does divorce rtvoke a will?
Q~ After we wmmarried, in 1961,
my ~-Jaubaad made a wiD naming
· bis sole benefldary•.w, were divorc·
ed four yean later in California, and ,
be moved to Nevada, ,where be died,·
receady. He never married. The last ·
will they found Wu the one be made
in 1961. Am I endded to what.he.
.left?. :
- . ::
-.:
,

apply to .wills -amady in existence
when the law was passed.

Q. After all I have read about die
illeplity ef corporation's money going to politicius, I do not wish again
to be tile mu who doles out the
money for my compaay. What does
the law 111 abotlt die punisllmeat for .
the blpun? ·
A. In your state of Arizona the law·
A. Advise with yom lawyer. The . (ARS ·Sec. 16-471) here quoted says:
will was made before Nevada enacted
~'The person through whom the violaa statute which provides that a tion is effected shall be punished by
divorce revokes a will. In one c~
imprisonment in a state penitentiary
(540 P.2d 119) the Nevada supreme
for not less than one nor more than
court held such a will to be valid. The
three years."
court ruled that the Nevada
Most of the states have a similar
Legislature did not intend-the state to
law. The punishment varies.·
Open M0nday th•u Satu•day

0

j

. · ·uf(o~'f :·.

~-~A_ ·
.)

.,. ..,

~

A Fine Restaurant

402 N. Pearl
Downtown Ellensburg

Reservations occepted·925·6545

McCullough's Restaurant, in honor .
of the Davidson Building Restoration,
presents a special October Menu: '.
I,.

For information and reservations
McCullough's Restaurant 925-6545
~

October 16, 1980

DOWN

sound

c

16. There are five

l. Mythological

monster
5. ·Mar by scrap- ·
ing, as shoes
2. Harden
10. Old-womanish
· 3. Lorelei, for
12. Golfer Palmer
example
14. Rustic
· 4. Louver section
15. Rhode ISiand ·
5. Footwear for
naval-base ·
a Greek god . '
17. Claimant to
H.
Algonquian
a throne
Indian
19. Court
·
7. Tacitly under- ·
20. Money in Kohe
stood rule:
21. __:_ Lactt>a,
. Milky Way
2 wds.
' 22. A Castle
8. Beau
. 24. "Blab''
Brummell·
25. Akron product
9. A jleurs
26. Porcupine's
11. Latest possible
quill
'time: 2 wds.
28. Postponements
13. Stingle~s bees
29. Mark used by
a proofreader
30. British Prime
Minister Sir
Robert
31. - stew,
hearty dish
32. Bid~i
33. T~iumphant
exclamation
36. · Pitcher Seave;·
37. Front-page
features
40. Inflames with
love
42. Songs by
Robert Merrill
43. Capercaillie
.U. Superfluous
material
45. Handles
easily, said
of a ship
46. Hotbed

per _foot
18. Shade of green

R
0

23. Ira~ian coin .
24. Deadlocks
26. Garment of the
South Pacific
27. "Warm-up''
election
28_. Gardening
need
29. Ile <Ida.'--,
part of Paris

s
s
w

ao.

Aspects
33. Cordial
flavoring
34. Warms
35. Resource
38. Gaelic
39 .. Oil-rich
· country
41. Extinct bird

0
R
D

s

Fine .· Food in Superb Surroundings ·.A

"~ i 1r a

WE DELIVER

925-1111

5:00 P.M.
a

0

925-2222

2:00 A.M. DAILY

00000

HARDCORES! SALAD BAR
THIS SATURDAY

6am-10am

HARDCORE
HAPPY HOUR

T-SHIRTS·. LIMITED

to SlWPLY·

World Series Happy Hour
.- HAPF·Y HOUR DURING ...:'. :
-ALL WORLD ·SERIES GAMES···.
•

•

'

l

•

95c WITH MEAL

NOW DELIVERED!!
YOUR CHOICE OF TOSSED,
. · POTATOE, MACARO~l,· AND MORE,
JUST ASK WHEN ..ORDERING
~!ICICICB3am:D:ICIQCl:l:a:D:laal::a:a:lca:m:KZDCCICICIXl:n:maca:n:llCJ~IDD

WE .DELIVER
-

.

KEGS TO GO $34•00 ·. · . 5~2- DAILY:
t!!~dB!!::~~er~ ·'·
925-1111 925-2222

0

fplus depositf ·

·

· .WATCH .FOR SPECIAL .
.

.

.·

.

.

.. •

- .

. NEXT .WEEK··

